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ABSTRACT 

 A representative group of target materials were simulated and irradiated within 

the physics framework of two Monte Carlo particle transport codes to determine the 

general effects of energetic space radiation on common solid materials.  The target 

materials consisted of low-density polyethylene, polyethylene-based composite filled 

with glass particles, and solid slabs of beryllium, aluminum, and tungsten metals.  The 

simulated composites were irradiated by solar protons within the MCNPX software to 

determine the secondary gamma and neutron radiation generated in and transmitted 

through potential lightweight shielding materials.  The pure polyethylene and elemental 

targets were bombarded by protons and 12C nuclei within FLUKA to determine the extent 

of charged meson production, energy deposition, and generation of stable or unstable 

nuclear fragments within the target.  The polyethylene-based composites of this work 

enable a maximum of 8% weight reductions, so have potential value as lightweight 

shielding materials, but any incorporated elements with Z significantly larger than one 

cause detrimental neutron and gamma radiation to be produced by the incident proton 

events.  Charged meson production peaks at a density of about 10-4 per incident primary 

at the center of the particle beam, and a maximum of roughly 10-4 GeV/cm3 of energy is 

deposited in all targets per primary proton.  The polyethyelene targets appear to 

backscatter significant particle radiation, and also yield only 6 unstable fragments within, 

compared to 11 stable fragments.  Unstable fragments decay by electron capture, which 

does not result in a significant dose from the emitted neutrinos.  The effects of other 

radiation-matter interactions such as scattering events and Bremsstrahlung are also 

discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 This work deals with what is known as “the radiation problem” with regard to 

deep-space exploration.  NASA and other international space agencies are pursuing 

manned missions to the Moon and eventually Mars, but the continuous background of 

cosmic rays propagating through space presents a formidable problem.  The galactic 

cosmic radiation (GCR) background is made up of various high energy particles and 

electromagnetic radiation.  Astronomers have observed an extensive spectrum with 

regard to types and energies of cosmic rays, from x- and gamma-ray photons, to solar 

protons and the nuclei of many elements of the periodic table.1-3  The primary GCR 

particles are electrons, protons, and helium, and nuclei such as carbon, oxygen, and iron 

that are produced by stars.  The secondary GCR particles are lighter nuclei such as 

lithium, beryllium, and boron, which are not abundant end-products of stellar 

nucleosynthesis, but are the result of fragmentation of projectile or target nuclei in 

space.4-6  The particle radiation flux in the relevant regions of space consists of about 

90% solar protons, 9% helium nuclei, and about 1% heavier nuclei such as 56Fe, 16O, 28Si, 

and 12C, with an elemental distribution a bit like what is seen on Earth.1-3  The energies of 

these particles can range from a few million electron-volts (eV) to more than 1020 eV,3 

which would result in a prolonged radiation exposure to the inhabitants of any spacecraft. 

 The interaction of high-energy radiation with materials is an area of research that 

combines the fields of nuclear and particle physics.  There are potentially many nuclear 

reactions that may occur when energetic particles experience bulk matter.  The reactions 

and their properties are divided into three categories based on the incident energy of the 

particle projectiles:  “low energy” is taken to be of the order of 10 MeV per nucleon or 

less, “medium energy” is 100 MeV to 1 GeV, and “high energy” reactions occur at 1 

GeV per nucleon and higher.7  Nuclear and particle interactions become increasingly 

more complex when going from low to high energy.  For medium energy reactions, one 

may observe the production of mesons or other particles, and protons and neutrons may 

transform into each other.7  At high energy, numerous exotic phenomena occur, such as 

quark rearrangement,7 and many other exotic particles also begin to appear, such as W 
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and Z bosons, and K or ψ mesons.7,8  The study of these unusual reactions is known as 

particle physics. 

 High energy charged particles ionize atoms in their path within materials, and the 

ionization effects increase rapidly for larger and/or faster particles.  Energetic nuclei 

present significant hazards because they will densely ionize targets.  Energetic charged 

particles will slow down as they traverse until they are captured, because of inelastic 

collisions with atomic electrons.  Electrons also serve to attenuate the energy of gamma 

rays by what is known as Compton scattering, but in the processes of most interest, the 

role of atomic electrons is reduced in comparison to the extent of nuclear phenomena that 

may occur when materials are bombarded by energetic particles or radiation.  For 

example, protons begin to produce mesons when they have 300 MeV of energy or 

greater,1,7,9 and there are 4 different types of mesons that are seen when an incoming 

proton’s energy is increased.7  Any potential deep space travelers should know the extent 

of the various deep-space radiation phenomena, so they might have an idea of the dose 

they were experiencing.  On earth, people do receive a continual dose of cosmic 

radiation, but there is no concern because it is negligible due to the thickness of the 

atmosphere and the vast number of molecules it contains.1,7,10 

 The emphasis in developing GCR shielding materials must be placed in avoiding 

or minimizing the effects of multiple radiation interactions with exterior and interior 

components of spacecraft.10-12  The earth is always being bombarded with high-energy 

cosmic rays, but the kilometers of thickness and large numbers of molecules in the 

atmosphere strongly attenuate the incident radiation and thus the harmful effects on 

earth’s inhabitants. For objects in orbit and without the aid of an atmosphere, the distance 

from earth is also a concern, as the earth’s magnetic field deflects many of the charged 

particles away or into more shallow (and less harmful) trajectories.  This benefit is 

eliminated for geosynchronous orbit distances or further (> 30,000 km). Magnetic 

shielding in spacecraft is also being considered as a potential solution to the radiation 

problem,13,14 but deep-space travel does not afford the luxury of a protective magnetic 

field, and proximity to such an intense magnetic field may have negative consequences 

on biological systems.   
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 In present designs, crews on any manned-mission to Mars would face a one-way 

travel time of roughly seven months, during which they would continually experience 

secondary particles and radiation as products of the interaction of GCR with spacecraft 

components.  Experiment and observation have shown that materials of lowest possible 

atomic number and containing the fewest nucleons are much more effective at 

moderating the effects of the incident GCR.7,11-15  The materials investigated here and 

which of most interest are meant specifically to shield the effects of incident 56Fe, since it 

is the heaviest component of GCR, is heavily-ionizing radiation, and its interaction with 

target materials causes fragments, energetic neutrons and electromagnetic radiation which 

must also be defended against.   Neutrons, being uncharged, do not interact with coulomb 

fields or charged particles, but pass through matter and collide with nuclei.  The 

collisions reduce the energy of the neutrons until they are absorbed by some nucleus after 

multiple events.  The smallest nuclei are much more effective at reducing the energy of 

neutrons, with hydrogen being 6 times better than carbon and more than 100 times better 

than uranium.7,16 

 The optimum shield against GCR would then be some variant of pure 1H or a 

material containing a significant concentration of hydrogen.7,11-15  Typical aerospace 

structural metals such as Al or Ti perform poorly as shields, because they produce 

nuclear fragments and decay products such as gamma rays or neutrons behind them.7,10-12  

The emitted gamma rays are due to the de-excitation of nuclear excited states, which may 

also result in nucleon or α emission.  The various products of the nuclear interactions can 

all be of at least a MeV, but are typically much more energetic.  The exiting gamma ray 

and neutron fluence will generally be of the same order of magnitude in energy as the 

incident radiation,10,12,17,18 which has been verified by the author in simulations of 20 

GeV proton irradiation.  Some of the lower energy products are most commonly of the 

order of 1-10 MeV, which results in significant radiation exposure in the space 

environment.   

 The energetic radiation in space would be harmful for any amount of time, but 

seven months provides a situation in which it is impossible for a human to survive 

without lasting detrimental effects.19,20  MeV particles or radiation will ionize atoms or 

molecules in the body, and produce showers of secondary radiation that could effect 
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organisms.19,20  The large mass of the neutron will cause collisions that literally knock 

other nuclei out of position, breaking hydrogen bonds, for example, as the neutron is 

attenuated.7  When the neutrons are slow enough to be absorbed, the resulting nucleus is 

excited and radioactive to the surrounding biological tissue.  Any extended deep-space 

travel must provide radiation protection, even from the effects of the spacecraft’s hull 

itself.10,12-14,21 

 Radiation protection for successful deep-space manned missions therefore 

requires some atypical considerations, such as the use of large volumes of low atomic 

number compounds like water or low-density polyethylene (PE) to surround portions of a 

spacecraft, and thereby inhibit the interaction of GCR with the higher Z nuclei that would 

be present in most mechanical and electrical spacecraft components.10,12-14  It is 

serendipitous that the low-Z, hydrogen-containing materials such as H2O or LDPE are of 

low mass-density, since space payloads have been estimated to cost roughly $20,000/kg 

at the time of this writing.  LDPE contains the highest hydrogen-density of any common 

material, so this work focused on glass particle as LDPE additives in the aim of providing 

some nuclear functionality, specifically the attenuation and capture of secondary neutrons 

from the fragmentation of energetic primaries with target materials.   

 The materials investigated here are glasses and composite materials.  Glasses are 

versatile solids in that they can be formed with many elements of the periodic table, and 

over a vast range of compositions, which allows very specific functionality or properties 

to be incorporated into a material.  The original goal of this work was the design and 

fabrication of a lightweight composite material featuring hollow glass microspheres 

(HGM) embedded in an LDPE matrix.  The original HGM composition was proposed to 

be in the lithium borate (Li2O-B2O3) series of glasses, with other elements incorporated 

within to enhance chemical durability.  The hollow glass spheres were meant to act as 

small containers for high-pressure hydrogen gas, and to reduce the mass density of the 

composite relative to pure LDPE.  The presence of hydrogen gas in HGM increases the 

cosmic ray shielding potential of the composite materials relative to the use of HGM for 

lightweighting alone. 

 The formation of hollow glass spheres appears highly dependent on glass 

composition, with silicate glasses being far superior to the borate glasses investigated 
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here.  Current studies elsewhere are focused on filling HGM with significant pressures of 

hydrogen gas, perhaps up to 10,000 psi (69 MPa), which has generally involved silicate-

based glasses of commercial compositions such as Pyrex and soda-lime silicate.  The 

borate glasses studied were not as suitable in the formation of HGM, as these glasses 

generally display more fragile liquid behavior and very low viscosity at the temperature 

of the torches used to form hollow glass spheres, which was about 1900° C. A series of 

Li 2O-Al2O3-B2O3 glasses with different Li2O/Al2O3 ratios was investigated for their 

ability to form HGM.  The variation in the Li2O/Al2O3 ratio allows a range of different 

viscosity behaviors to be achieved, and inclusion of 8-15 mol% Al2O3 greatly enhances 

the durability of these glasses relative to binary Li2O-B2O3 glasses.22    

 The choice of lithium and boron as the major glass constituents serves multiple 

purposes.  Both lithium and boron are of low atomic number, with Z = 3 and Z = 5, 

respectively, which is advantageous in minimizing nuclear interactions with heavy 

primary particles.  Lithium and boron are also used because they feature a natural 

abundance of two stable isotopes, 6Li and 10B which have the potential to capture thermal 

neutrons, which are about 0.02 eV.7,10  Roughly 7.5% of natural lithium is 6Li, and 19.9% 

of natural boron is 10B.  Both isotopes and have large values for the thermal energy 

neutron-capture cross sections, which are 940 and 3840 b respectively.7  Other studies of 

radiation shielding materials have shown a reduction in transmitted neutron flux when 

this type of efficient neutron absorber is added to materials like LDPE.10,12,21 It was 

hoped that the presence of these isotopes in the composite material might capture and 

attenuate some of the transmitted neutron flux behind the composite.  Ideally, the HGM 

would then be filled with hydrogen gas (perhaps 1,000-10,000 psi or 6.9-69 MPa), and 

the natural abundance of 6Li and 10B in the glass sphere’s shell would aid in capturing 

neutrons generated in the fragmentation of 56Fe ions incident on the material.  The 

hollow, gas-filled shells reduce the mass density of LDPE, while still maintaining 

relatively high hydrogen density.  The hydrogen density of some proposed shielding 

materials shown in Table I.23,24 
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Table I. Hydrogen Content for some Proposed Shielding Materials.23-25 

Material No. Hydrogen 
Atoms per cm3 

(x1022) 

No. Hydrogen 
Atoms per g 

(x1022) 
Hydrogen (solid; liquid) 5.7; 4.5 59.7; 59.7 

H2 gas at 20 MPa 0.95 0.92 

Water 6.7 6.7 

Lithium hydride 5.9 7.6 

Pure polyethylene 
(LDPE) 

8.9 8.6 

5 % borated LDPE 6.6 8.2 

 

A. The Concern with Cosmic Radiation 

1. Cosmic Radiation Background 

 The components of the cosmic radiation (CR) background local to our solar 

system may be generally subdivided into three different groups: solar, non-solar, and 

extra-galactic, based on the original source of the particles.  The sun is the local source of 

charged particles such as protons and helium nuclei, with the upper limit of energy for 

these particles being around 1000 MeV (1 GeV).  There are also two types of more 

energetic CR which originate from much further away.  The large majority of non-solar 

CR come from our own Milky Way galaxy, possibly from sources such as supernovae.  

Though many of the exact sources of non-solar CR are not known, unusual stars such as 

supernovae are known to eject high-energy electrons and other particles into their 

environment.  The third classification are the very high-energy particles (VHE) which are 

termed extra-galactic, since there is now increasing evidence that they come from any of 

the vast number of distant galaxies.1-3  The VHE particles are accelerated to such high 

energy, perhaps tens of thousands of GeV and higher, which means they can not be 

contained within their galaxy or origin, and hence propagate through the universe almost 

unaffected by the magnetic fields of galaxies, stars, or planets.1-3  The space environment 

between earth and mars is devoid of magnetic fields or other defenses, so any spacecraft 
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will have to act as a self-contained shield for all three possible types of radiation, even 

the exceedingly-rare VHE particle events. 

 The cosmic ray spectrum shows a wide distribution of elements, with each 

nucleus being very energetic at the moment they are incident on any targets.  For a 

distance of one astronomical unit (1 A.U. = 1.4960 x 1011 m) from earth, the relative 

abundances of nuclei up to Z=30 in three different energy distributions are depicted in 

Figure 1.  The lighter nuclei such as Li, Be, and B show relatively low abundance in the 

solar system, but are present in significant amounts as cosmic rays.  This is due to the 

spallation of larger nuclei as they propagate through space and interact with the atoms of 

the interstellar medium.5,6,26  A comprehensive review of the elemental and isotopic 

composition of the cosmic rays was given by J.A. Simpson.2,3  The energies of the 

particles in space are significant, ranging from 70-2000 MeV.  Depicted in the inset of 

Fig. 1 is the spherical shell centered on the earth, with the radius of one A.U.  The flux is 

given as a number of particles passing through a unit of area and time (#/m2-sr-s-MeV) 

normalized to the amount of Si ions at a distance of 1 A.U. from earth, where sr denotes 

steradians of solid angle,   The abundance of H is off the scale, while He is about 105 

times more abundant than Si.  All elements are present up to Ni, although for nuclei 

larger than Z=30, the abundance is reduced by a factor anywhere from 102 to 106.  There 

is more significant contribution to the GCR from such heavy nuclei as C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, 

and a large spike is seen for Z=26, which represents Fe.  The heaviest nuclei, such as 
56Fe, represent the largest hazard to the presence of humans in deep space, due to the 

multitude of particles in these nuclei and their high incident energy. 

 In addition to heavy charged particles throughout space, there is a fairly 

continuous background of high energy electromagnetic radiation.  Any photon that 

exceeds the typical energy of X-rays is termed a gamma ray (γ). The X-ray portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum is generally taken to vary from 100 eV to 100 keV, for which 

the corresponding wavelength (λ) range is from 12.4 nm to 12.4 pm.  Thus gamma rays 

are photons with energies greater than 100 keV, and the upper limit of gamma photon 

energies can be in the tera-eV (TeV = 1012 eV) range or greater.  Current studies in γ-

astronomy employ the giga-eV (GeV = 109 eV) to peta-eV (PeV = 1015 eV) range of 

photon energy, typically from extragalactic sources.1-3,27  Gamma rays are produced by 
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Figure 1. Abundance of stable CR nuclei up to Z=30 measured at a distance of 
one astronomical unit (A.U.) from earth.2,3 

 some of the hottest regions of the universe, and also in violent astrophysical 

events and phenomena, such as supernovae explosion and the destruction of atoms.27,28 

Gamma ray sources also include objects such as neutron stars, pulsars, and black holes, 

as well as the decay of radioactive atoms in space.   

 The cosmic radiation flux in deep space is similar to both the flux at one A.U. and 

at the top of the earth’s atmosphere, and this consists of all stable charged particles and 

nuclei with lifetimes 106 years or longer.  Within this group are the primary particles, 

which are nuclei produced by stars, and are directly accelerated to high energy by some 

astrophysical source.  There are also secondary particles which are the smaller nuclei, and 

are from the interaction of primaries with the carbonaceous molecules and other 

constituents of the interstellar medium (ISM).29  The unstable particles, which are those 

subject to some form of radioactive decay, are not as common in shielding studies.  
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 A very active current area of astrophysical research involves the origin and 

propagation of the very high energy (VHE) particles.  The VHE particles that are 

sometimes detected feature energies of almost incomprehensible magnitude.  Nuclei 

heavier than protons are commonly called high-z, high-energy (HZE) particles, and 

objects as small as protons are considered charged heavy particles.  Performed at 

accelerating facilities, particle interactions are most commonly studied at energies of 

MeV (106) to GeV (109), but the VHE spectrum is known to have components of in the 

range of TeV, PeV, and exa-eV (EeV, 1018 eV).2,3  TeV studies are exceedingly difficult, 

and nothing more energetic than 3 TeV has ever been achieved at an accelerator, which 

was demonstrated in early 2010 at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.  Any particles 

containing greater than 1017 eV of energy are considered ultra high energy (UHE). There 

is also the question of whether the spectrum extends well beyond 1020 eV, which is 

currently the foremost problem in high-energy particle astrophysics.3  The single highest 

energy ever reported for a particle incident on earth was 3 x 1020 eV, which was recorded 

at the “Fly’s Eye” detector of the University of Utah.1  It is estimated that only one of 

these extremely-energetic particles strikes each km2 of the earth’s atmosphere each 

century.1-3  The VHE and UHE particles travel at speeds that are very close to c, so to 

total energy of a moving particle is the sum of its kinetic energy (T) and its rest mass 

energy (mc2).  The velocity by itself is not a good indicator of how energetic the particle 

truly is, so a better consideration is the ratio of the total energy (T + mc2) to the rest mass 

energy (mc2).  The ratio of (T+mc2)/mc2 can reach values of up to 1011 for the VHE or 

UHE particles.1-3,7 

 The collected observations about cosmic ray abundance and propagation have 

yielded an all-particle spectrum with a unique shape, as shown in Figure 2.  Displayed is 

the particle flux (normalized to 1 GeV energy and in units of #/ [m2 * stearadian solid 

angle * second]) against the particle energy in GeV.  Flux can be thought of as a rate, so 

it is reported as some number per area per second.  This is in contrast to the term fluence, 

which can be thought of as the total number to pass through an area during the course of 

some time interval. The flux of the VHE particles drops off rapidly and continuously 

from a maximum flux of about 104 m-2sr-1s-1 at 1 GeV to 1 m-2sr-1s-1 at 100 GeV, after 

which there are two features at high energy.  The “knee” is a small upturn in flux which 
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peaks at about 10-6 m-2sr-1s-1 at 1015-1016 GeV, after which the particle flux drops at the 

same rate of energy dependence over about 3 orders of magnitude.  For VHE flux 

between 1019 and 1020 eV, there is another slight bump that peaks at about 10-14m-2sr-1s-1, 

which is termed the “ankle”.  The approximate flux at three areas in the curve is denoted.  

It is fortunate for any would-be space traveler that the detected flux of VHE particles 

above 100 GeV is reduced to just a few particles per m2 per year.  

 

Figure 2. All-particle cosmic ray spectrum.  The very high and ultra high 
energy events (> 1017 eV) are exceedingly rare. 

 The primary particles include protons, electrons, helium, and heavier nuclei which 

are products of stellar nucleosynthesis, and may exist in a quasi-free state in the space 

surrounding some active astrophysical body.  The secondary particles are the result of 

primaries impinging on nuclei such as 12C in the interstellar medium (ISM),5,6,26 and 

causing the formation of a nucleus of different charge, which will propagate energetically 

away from the collision.  The majority of the fragmentation nuclei are Li, B, and Be, and 
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it is now believed that the secondary production process is responsible for much of the 

abundance of these nuclides in the universe.4-6,11,26,30,31  The ISM contains a great deal of 

ordinary matter and the constituent nuclei such as 12C and 16O, and essentially any 

charged particle that strikes such a nucleus can cause a fragmentation reaction, so the 

creation of secondary Li, B, and Be is common.29  The identity of the secondary particle 

will depend on the incident particle and energy, but the majority of these reactions 

involve incident protons or helium nuclei as the projectiles. 

  The sun produces protons and helium up to about 1 GeV/nucleon, but there are 

also sources of high-energy particles that are much further away.  The evidence of more 

distant sources is that there is a negligible difference in the cosmic ray flux between night 

and day,1 which points to agents external to the sun, but most likely from within the 

milky way galaxy.  The sun also provides some beneficial effects, such as modulating 

and reducing the energy of the majority of extra-galactic GCR radiation by a factor of 2/3 

or more.  The acceleration mechanisms for the very-high energy particles are theorized to 

be events such as shockwaves that accompany a “nearby” supernova explosion.1-3,28,32  

Particles are caught by the propagating shockwave front, and the extreme violence of the 

event propels them to relativistic speeds.  The resulting particles often cannot be 

contained by their galaxy of origin, so are basically free to propagate extreme distances, 

until either they interact with some component of the ISM, or have their energy 

modulated by an astrophysical object upon entering some different galaxy.    

 The possibility of nuclear interaction with target materials is increased for 

incident particles of both high-Z and high-energy (termed HZE particles).  The negative 

effects are greatly magnified with an increase in either the incident energy or Z of the 

particle, because of the increased probability for nuclear interactions.  The modulation 

effects of the sun limit most of the GCR present in our solar system to a maximum of 

about 1 GeV per nucleon.  The heaviest HZE particles at about 1 GeV per nucleon would 

therefore have the most adverse effects on objects in the space environments of interest.   

The heaviest and most abundant stable nuclei in the GCR pose the most significant risk to 

people in deep-space, which is greatly amplified for Z ≥ 2   The 56Fe nucleus is most 

stable because it has the highest binding energy per nucleon, and it is therefore a common 

product in the late stage, high-temperature reactions within stars.  The 56Fe in the GCR of 
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our solar system has a maximum energy of about 1.05 GeV/nucleon in the modulated 

GCR spectrum, so much of the study in shielding is being done specifically to combat 

this constituent of the GCR at this energy, because of the number of high-energy 

nucleons that are incident for every 56Fe.  Though moderately rare, such an energetic and 

heavy nucleus has multiple deleterious effects on objects in its path. 

2. The Interactions of Energetic Radiation Incident on Atoms 

 When penetrating radiation such as high-energy CR enters the earth’s atmosphere, 

the collisions with atoms change their identity and produce showers of effects due to the 

energy loss of the incident projectiles.  The heavy CR particles such as helium, carbon, 

and other nuclei, are generally fragmented when they collide, but may also fragment the 

nucleus of the target atoms.  The projectile nuclei lose a large fraction of their initial 

energy by collision and fragmentation into lighter nuclei, and the energy difference from 

the collision or lost mass manifests itself in the products that emerge from these collision 

reactions; these products can be particulate or electromagnetic in nature.  There are 

streams of radiation that are produced by collisions, including fragments of the projectile 

or target, neutrons, energetic electrons, high-energy electromagnetic radiation (such as γ- 

or hard x-rays), and mesons.  These energetic species become projectiles themselves, and 

propagate further to take part in additional collisions with atoms.  Figure 3 displays a 

simplified picture of the process.  Mesons are rather exotic, as explained later in I.5, but 

they begin to appear when the incident projectile energy is approximately equal to or 

greater than several hundred MeV (perhaps 300 MeV).1,7,9 Mesons consist of different 

quark-antiquark pairs that exist briefly in bound state. The lighter mesons (primarily K 

and π) are a necessary part of the discussion when bombarding materials with GeV 

radiation, such as that in space, because mesons will ionize and deposit energy within 

target materials, and may cause undesirable effects in target nuclei.  Mesons decay into 

muons, which eventually decay into electrons.  Even after the disintegration or decay of 

the original particle, the incident projectile leaves a lasting impression on the atoms 

within materials or atmospheres due to the showers of effects that are produced after the 

initial collision. 



 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of radiation cascades produced in matter after 
bombardment by 
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Schematic of radiation cascades produced in matter after 
bombardment by an energetic nucleus. 
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collision and energy loss process is repeated over many generations through matter, as 

would occur for atmospheres of gaseous composition.  When mesons decay or collide 
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accelerated, so cascade electrons can radiate photons as they are being decelerated, with 
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the radiated photons possibly ionizing atoms lower in the cascade, and producing further 

streams of electrons.  There are an immense number of possibilities in the cascade 

sequence, which makes the original identity or ultimate effect of one incident particle 

almost impossible to trace.  An initially-massive particle such as a 56Fe nucleus will have 

basically evaporated after a number of interactions, but will leave generations of 

energetic fragments that greatly affect their surroundings.  Muons and electrons constitute 

the majority of the radiation that survives and is observed at the earth’s surface, with 

muons being the product of a pi-meson decay, and electrons being the product of muon 

decays.  There are billions of individual particles and photons that are produced in a 

cascade, with the resulting shower possibly covering hundreds of square kilometers.  

 Any matter will be subject to internal radiation cascades upon bombardment, so 

the effect is not confined to just planetary atmospheres.  The vast extent of an air shower 

is due to the height and number of molecules in the atmosphere, but similar processes are 

seen for any thickness of solid materials in the path of energetic radiation, with the effects 

greatly dependent on density.  This includes any materials used in the construction of 

spacecraft:  electronic and structural components, the hull of the ship, and even the 

shielding materials themselves.  Elements of low mass-density, such as aluminum, have 

traditionally been advantageous in the aerospace industries, because of their low cost and 

light weight, so aluminum metal has been used in spacecraft hulls. Thin materials like 

aluminum shells may be advantageous compared to thick materials because they don’t 

produce the same number of cascading generations, but the detriment is that energetic 

particles pass right through light metals, see little to no attenuation, and collide with 

human occupants with most of their initial energy.11,12,15  The radiation will then directly 

ionize human tissues, as well as producing cascades within the body.  The cascade 

process is inevitable, so protective measures can only be realized by minimizing the 

amount of ‘stuff’ that is liberated during the initial interaction of the primary with 

material nuclei.  To estimate the extent of a cascade within some region of matter, the 

energy contained within the incident primary due to its mass and velocity must be 

characterized. 

 The initial total energy of moving particles is the sum of the rest mass energy and 

the kinetic energy, with the kinetic energy being the primary source for material changes 
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such as ionization.  The rest mass energy (E) is given by the relation for mass-energy 

equivalence made famous by Einstein, E = mc2, where m is the mass of the object, and c 

is the speed of light.  The expression holds true for all non-moving particles, and shows 

that any amount of mass contains substantial inherent energy, with the change in mass 

being proportional to the change in energy.  This idea is central to the principles of 

nuclear science and technology.   

∆E = ∆mc2 (1) 

The equation relating relativistic energy and momentum is shown in Eq. 1.  Incident CR 

particles exhibit a large total energy, since the mass and velocity of the particles combine 

in the expression of kinetic energy (T).  From basic kinematics, it is known that T 

increases rapidly with velocity (v) because of the v2 dependence. 

21
T mv

2
=  (2) 

This expression holds for non-relativistic situations (v << c).  T may also be expressed in 

terms of the momentum (p) of the moving body, where p=mv, and an equivalent 

expression for the kinetic energy can be constructed using momentum. 

 For situations in which the particle velocity begins to approach the magnitude of c 

(v roughly ≥ 0.1c), relativistic considerations are required, in which the quantity γ is 

introduced, relating the object’s velocity to the upper limit of velocity. 
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and the quantity pc may then be used to find the equation for the relativistic energy, 

which is given by the invariant equation relating energy and momentum:8 

2 2 2 2 4E p c m c− =  (4) 
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The energies of small-scale phenomena are then expressed in terms of electron-volts 

(eV), where one 1 Joule = 6.24 x 1018 eV.  This equation allows the determination of p if 

E is known, or the determination of E if p is known.8 

  The kinetic energy of projectiles is the primary source for the ionization of atoms 

within materials.  An increased level of ionization caused in a material corresponds to a 

reduction in the kinetic energy of the propagating particle, which ultimately slows down, 

loses all its energy, and comes to rest within a material.  The distance required for the 

particle to stop is the range, which also may provide an estimate of the original kinetic 

energy of the projectile.  The total initial energy may then be determined by using 

calibrated range-energy tables, which show the relationship between the type and energy 

of a particle, and the subsequent traveling distance in various materials.7  Fast particles 

may pass all the way through a material if they are sufficiently energetic, or if the 

material is thin.  Early research in cosmic rays focused on the determination of what 

energetic particles do when they pass through common materials.     

 Cascades and ionization have historically been studied by using photographic 

evidence, highly-controlled gas chambers, or the ejecta of the collisions, mainly in the 

form of a minute electronic current.1,7,9  Vessels known as cloud chambers contain gas at 

controlled pressure and temperature, and after the interaction of X-rays and radioactive 

particles with the chamber contents, the ions produced serve as centers for 

condensation.1,7,9  The condensed water vapor droplets are easily seen, and provide direct 

visual evidence of a particle’s trajectory.  Particle tracks have also been ‘photographed’ 

using emulsions of gelatin containing crystals of silver bromide or silver chloride, which 

react when exposed to light.  Upon development, tiny silver grains are produced where 

light was absorbed, which indicate the nature of the multiple quanta of radiation that have 

been absorbed by the emulsion.  The particle tracks then show up as a trail of tiny silver 

grains, which show the path of the particle through the object; the extent of ionization is 

revealed by the number and density of silver grains that constitute the track.1  The darker 

and thicker the track, the higher the level of ionization imparted to the material.  A very 

thick and grainy track also shows that ionization of atoms adjacent to the trajectory is 

higher than would be for the thin or faint situation. 
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 The evidence of particle trajectories shows that the total relativistic energy, 

including mass and velocity, controls the level of ionization that the target material will 

experience.  Charged particles may ionize target atoms, and the electrons produced may 

be energetic enough to ionize other atoms and yield secondary electrons as per the 

cascade mechanism discussed above.  This is in addition to the possibility of nuclear 

collisions, which produce energetic fragments and radiation that may also ionize.  In 

contrast, the uncharged particles such as neutrons, neutral mesons, gamma rays, and 

neutrinos were originally detected by the effects they produce upon decay into a charged 

particle, or by the ejection of charged particles from a collision.  The rate at which a 

charged particle projectile loses energy through ionization depends on the initial charge 

(Z) and velocity (v).  The produced ionization depends mainly on the ratio of Z2/v2.  A 

proton is roughly 2,000 times more massive than an electron, so for the same incident 

velocity, the proton will be much more-densely ionizing.  The situation is pictured in 

Figure 4, which is a comparison of the general appearance of electron and proton tracks 

in an emulsion.  It is apparent that the electronic trajectories are much more skewed, and 

they have been deflected many times as they travel, because the low-mass of electrons 

and their charge (e) makes them more susceptible to electric fields (thus electric forces) 

set up by the atoms within matter.  The inverse speed dependence indicates that slow 

particles will ionize more heavily than fast particles, which is evident in the electronic 

trajectories.  The electrons in Figure 4 initially produce low levels of ionization, but the 

tracks thicken as they are slowed and deflected by electrodynamic interactions, until they 

are eventually captured by an atom.  In contrast, the protons display a more direct 

passage through, because even though protons have the same magnitude of charge as an 

electron, their mass makes them less susceptible to the deflection and violent 

accelerations of electrons as they go through the same electric fields (the charge to mass 

ratio e/m).  The degree of ionization is central to the behavior of the more massive 

charged particles as they encounter bulk matter. 

 The more massive particles produce very heavy tracks in photographic emulsions.  

The Z2/v2 relation demonstrates that the extent of ionization for particles is more strongly 

dependent on mass than velocity.1,7,9,33  Since Z is at a minimum for protons (Z=1), one 

may readily deduce that the ionization increases rapidly because of Z2.  For an alpha 
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Figure 4. Schematic of electron (e) and proton (p) ionization tracks through 
photographic emulsion.  

particle with Z=2 (helium nucleus), the ionization is roughly 4 times as extensive, and 

ionization is 9 times more for Z=3.  The negative effect of very heavy particles in the 

cosmic radiation could be hundreds or thousands of times that of protons.  A pictorial 

representation of particle tracks through emulsions is shown in Figure 5 for some of the 

more common CR nuclei.  Hydrogen nuclei are analogous to the protons of Figure 4, and 

though significant, we see that it creates much less ionization in its wake than even some 

other light nuclei, He and Li.  Be, B, and C are still of relatively low mass, but begin to 

show very strong levels of ionization, which increases the degree of energy lost by the 

particles to the surrounding material.  Shown here is a visual representation of the 

negative effects of the common heavy CR particles such as 16O, 27Si, and 56Fe on 

materials.  The heavier particles show a much larger magnitude of effects on the 

surrounding atoms of materials, and something as heavy as 56Fe exhibits immense levels 

of ionized atoms in its path, as well as adjacent to its track.  Biological matter or solid 

materials would be affected similarly by these heavy projectiles; they would suffer from 

widespread ionization throughout their volume, with the altered atoms leading to cell 

damage in living organisms, or undesired effects in materials used for spacecraft. 

 

e p 
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Figure 5. Representation of ionization tracks for projectile nuclei. 

 Macroscopic evidence of particle tracks in materials was provided by some of the 

Apollo program astronauts, many of whom passed through the Van Allen radiation belts 

in their travels through space.1  Examination of plastic space-suit components revealed 

physical deformation of the materials as energetic particles passed through them.  Cone-

shaped deformations were seen, which were on the order of tenths of mm in length.  The 

basic phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows a maximum deformation cone 

of roughly 1 mm in length.1  This visual evidence should be troubling for would-be space 

travelers and space mission researchers:  not only does CR ionize materials and cause 

radation cascades within them, the energetic radiation also has the power to physically 

deform targets on a scale that is in fact perceptible to human eyes.1  The possibility of 

multiple CR effects must be fully explored by those hoping to achieve extended space 

travel, so that some effective strategies for radiation shielding may be developed.  The 

characterization of consequences due to energetic radiation exposure and effective 

protection strategies are the goals of this work. 



 

 

Figure 6. Representation of cosmic ray tracks in 
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Representation of cosmic ray tracks in plastic.   
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composed of three quarks, which (strangely enough) makes the charge on a quark equal 

to +2/3 or -1/3.    Symmetry is an important concept in particle physics, so it is of note 

that for each particle, there is a corresponding anti-particle which has the opposite charge.   

There exist anti-electrons (e+) termed positrons, anti-protons (p-), and anti-neutrons, in 

addition to others.  Generally, anti-particles are denoted by a dash above the notation for 

the normal particle, which for protons-antiprotons and electrons-positrons are written as

p, p  and e, e.  Numerous complexities arise when dealing with elementary particles and 

anti-particles, the majority of which is outside the scope of this work.  The focus here is 

to provide insight into some of the most basic nuclear properties that might be relevant or 

interesting to the materials scientist or engineer reading this document. 

 There are two types of properties that are used in the discussion of nuclear 

structure, these are the static and dynamic properties.  The most basic static properties 

include electric charge, radius, mass, and binding energy.  The second tier of static 

properties includes angular momentum, parity, the magnetic dipole and electric 

quadrupole moments, and the energies of excited states. The dynamic properties 

introduce more complexity, and examples include the decay and reaction probabilities for 

some nuclide.  For simplicity, only the most basic of static or dynamic properties are 

discussed here.  What is most important within this study are the energetics of particles 

and radiation, such as the masses of particles and basic shell structure of nuclei; these are 

pertinent because of mass-energy equivalence and nuclear excited states, which govern 

the behavior of irradiated materials. Detailed explanations of a topic such as angular 

momentum are left to the reader for outside study. 

1. Static Properties 

i.  Electric Charge 

 The charge in the nucleus of an element is determined by the number of positive 

protons it contains.  Nuclei are specified by the number of protons (Z) within them, and 

an isotope of an element is specified by the number of neutrons (N) in the nucleus; 

protons are positively charged and neutrons are electrically neutral.  Being nuclear 

constituents, protons and neutrons are termed nucleons, with both particles falling within 
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the classification of baryons with spin (S) = ½ in the standard model.  The number of 

nucleons (A) given by:  A = Z + N.  An isotope of element X is then AZ X.   Atomic 

electrons each contain one unit of negative charge (e), which has a magnitude of 1.6 x 10-

19 coulombs (C), or 4.80 x 10-10 electrostatic units (esu). Electrons are often denoted as e′, 

and are generally referred to as such in this text.  Protons also contain one unit of positive 

charge (e+), and are denoted as p in this text.  Neutrons are uncharged, and are indicated 

as n.  Protons and neutrons are intimately connected by their interaction, and also have a 

similar mass.  Nucleons interact at close distance through the strong nuclear force, which 

actually takes place between constituent quarks, and overcomes the expected coulomb 

repulsion between neighboring protons, and allows the nucleus to be bound.7  Discussion 

of atoms or molecules involves internal dimensions of 10-9 or 10-10 m (the nanometer and 

Angstrom units, respectively), but nuclei are about 5 orders of magnitude smaller, which 

means they take up almost zero “volume” within atoms, but they are most of the mass.   

 In comparison to electrons, the properties of protons and neutrons are much more 

difficult to observe macroscopically.  Typical nuclear dimensions are on the order of 10-15 

m, which is the SI unit known as the femtometer (fm) or Fermi, and any probe radiation 

would need to be of wavelengths of the same size or smaller than this to be useful.  

Energies of MeV or greater are effective but require the use of accelerators, which are not 

commonly accessible.  To actually measure the size of the nuclei, one has to use more 

energetic alpha particles or electrons so that they can get closer to the potential well of a 

target nucleus.  Of more interest to the materials scientist or engineer is the direct 

relationship between mass and energy, a concept that was made famous by the theories of 

Einstein, and is connected to the ability of humans to use nuclear technology. 

ii. Mass and Energy 

 The proton and neutron mass are comparable, and far exceed the mass of the 

electron.  Nuclear masses are specified in terms of the unified atomic mass unit (u), 

which is defined so that the mass of a whole atom of 12C is exactly 12.0000 u.  The result 

is that each nucleon has a mass of roughly 1 u.  Physicists work with mass energies, 

rather than the actual mass quantities themselves, which is done with the conversion 
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factor of 1 u = 931.502 MeV/c2.  Thus, nucleons have mass energies of roughly 1000 

MeV, while electrons are fractions of MeV.  Particle masses are then equivalent to an 

energy value in eV, with most particles of interest being in the MeV range.   

 Similar to the use of Planck’s constant above, as an example, we consider the 

conversions in the use of rest mass energies for particles.  The conversion from mass to 

energy is done using the famous result from special relativity, E = mc2.  An electron has a 

mass of 9.11 x 10-31 kg, or 5.485 x 10-4 u, neither of which are very useful numbers.  

Instead, what is done in problems containing the particle mass m is the insertion of the 

quantity c2 next to the mass, yielding the product mc2, which is the rest mass, and thus the 

rest mass energy.  The quantity 1 u = 931.502 MeV/c2, and the electron has a rest mass of 

0.511 MeV.  Protons have rest mass of 1.00727647 u (938.280 MeV), while neutrons are 

slightly larger, at 1.00866501 u (939.573 MeV).  The properties of the nucleons (S = ½  

baryons) are summarized in Table II.  There are also more massive baryons with S = 3/2, 

such as ∆, but these particles are not typically encountered in the 1-10 GeV range of 

energies that are the focus of this study.  Baryons are made up of different combinations 

of quarks, whose identities are shown in Table III.  The quarks are divided into three 

“generations” which are classified according to the general order in which they were 

found (or predicted).8  The first generation consists of the up (u) and down (d) quarks, the 

second generation are termed strange (s) and charm (c), and the most massive, elusive 

quarks are the bottom (b) and top (t).  The electronic mass/energy contribution is usually 

negligible in the energetics of nucleonic collisions, though the β-decay and electron 

capture processes require knowledge of the rest mass and kinetic energies of the electrons 

involved.  The electrons of β-decays typically occur with outgoing energy in the MeV 

range, so must be treated relativistically.  These energetic electrons are commonly called 

delta rays. 

Table II.   Nucleons (Spin ½ Baryons). 

Particle Quark 
content 

Charge Mass 
(MeV/c2) 

Lifetime 
(s) 

Principal decays 

p uud +1 938.280 ∞
 -- 

n udd 0 939.573 900 
ep e ν  
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Table III.  Quarks (Spin = ½). 

   Mass (speculative) 
(MeV/c2) 

Generation Flavor Charge Bare 

1st d 1

3
−  

7.5 

1st u 2

3
+  

4.2 

2nd s 1

3
−  

150 

2nd c 2

3
+  

1100 

3rd b 1

3
−  

4200 

3rd t 2

3
+  

-- 

 

 For very fast speeds near c, relativistic effects regarding the frame of reference 

must also be taken into account.  In nuclear physics experiments, there are two frames of 

reference, the center of mass (CM) and laboratory (L) frames.  The CM frame is attached 

to the target nucleus, while the laboratory frame is for the projectile, moving at some 

speed v, for example.  For speeds at a significant fraction of c, perhaps v ≥ 0.5c, the time 

or distance coordinates at which an event is perceived must be adjusted for the moving 

frame, relative to the stationary frame.  Many of the interactions described in this 

document are qualitative, so the relativistic effects on spatial coordinates have not been 

considered, as this is not vital to a basic grasp of irradiation effects on shielding 

materials. 

iii.  Strong Nuclear Force 

 The strong nuclear force is exchanged between the quarks within nucleons, and 

has an extremely short range.  The characteristics of the strong force have been deduced 

by nucleon-nucleon scattering experiments such as protons incident on protons (p-p), and 

neutrons incident on protons (n-p).  Three early observations were:  1) the nuclear force 
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was attractive, and much stronger than the Coulomb force at short distances (the force 

between nucleons overcomes Coulomb repulsion of protons), 2) At long distances, on the 

order of Å or atomic diameters, the nuclear force is negligible, and 3) some particles are 

“immune” to the nuclear force (atomic electrons display no evidence that they interact 

with the nuclear force at all).  The strong nuclear force also shows charge independence, 

wherein the nucleon-nucleon interaction seems independent of whether the nucleons are 

neutrons or protons, so the p-p, n-p, and n-n binding interactions all take place in roughly 

the same manner.  More advanced aspects of the strong force involve the charge, spin, 

and angular momentum of the interacting particles, as well as the presence of a repulsive 

term.  The repulsive component to the strong nuclear interaction is observed at extremely 

short distances, and this behavior tends to keep nucleons at an average separation 

distance, similar to what occurs for like charges in electrostatics. 

 The strong nuclear interaction results in protons and neutrons being bound states 

of quarks, rather than single particles or objects.  The dynamics of quark interactions are 

more complex than the scope of this discussion, but theories and evidence of so-called 

“virtual particles” in high-energy physics have explained much of the interaction 

responsible for the strong nuclear force.  Quarks interact via mediators known as gluons.  

The action of each of the fundamental forces (electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong 

nuclear) occurs through these mediating virtual particles, which are displayed in Table 

IV.  The mediator of the gravitational force is theorized to be the graviton, though this 

particle has yet to be observed experimentally.  8  The mediators for the weak nuclear 

force are further classified into exchanges for uncharged and charged weak interactions.  

Nuclei contain a great deal of energy when the quarks within nucleons and the full extent 

of their strong interaction is summed.  The total energy contained within a nucleus (and 

thus, an atom) therefore includes the binding energy of the various nucleons, as well as 

the mass energy of the particles themselves.  
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Table IV. Mediators (Spin = 1) 

Mediator  Charge Mass 
(MeV/c2) 

Lifetime 
(s) 

Force  

Gluon 0 0 ∞
 Strong 

Photon 
(γ) 

0 0 ∞
 Electromagnetic 

}  

electroweak 

W± ± 1 81,800 Unknown (charged) weak 
Z0 0 92,600 Unknown (neutral) weak 

iv. Binding Energy 

 The strong interaction of nucleons is responsible for most of the nuclear binding 

energy.  The strong interaction takes place between all nucleons in proximity to each 

other(p-p, p-n, and n-n), so the energy of binding the atom’s nuclear constituents (protons 

and neutrons) is considered separately from the electrons.  The approximate extent of the 

strong interaction is a distance of fm or less.  The binding energy (B) of a nucleus is the 

difference in mass energy between a bound nucleus and its constituent Z protons and N 

neutrons.  The empirical formulation of the binding energy takes into account that the 

mass energy of a certain nuclide (mN) is equal to the atomic mass energy (mA) minus the 

mass of the electrons and the binding energy due to the electrons, with Bi being the 

binding energy of the ith electron.  Atomic mass energies are typically of the order of 

A*1000 MeV, while the binding energy for the electrons may be of the order of 10-100 

keV.   The electronic binding energy may be neglected in determining the mass energy of 

the nuclide, as its contribution is on the order of one out of 106.  The extremely small 

distances are also a factor in the way nucleons interact strongly. 

 The strong nuclear interaction takes place at very short distances, so adding 

protons and neutrons to a nucleus to build heavier elements must take this into account.  

The extent of the strong force is generally taken to be ≤ 1 fm, so only the closest nucleons 

interact with each other, which discounts the nucleons that are anything other than nearest 

neighbors.  Also, one may imagine a lesser magnitude of strong interaction for “surface” 

nucleons as opposed to those internal, which have are fully surrounded full by neighbors. 

In addition, the empirical formulation of the terms in the binding energy also requires the 
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use of several constants that have been obtained from experimental evidence.  The rest 

mass energy of a nuclide (mN) is given by  

Z
2 2 2

N A e i
i=1

m c =m c - Zm c + B∑  (5) 

The binding energy (B) for a nucleus is the difference in mass energy between some 

nucleus AZ X  and its constituent Z protons and N neutrons.   

A 2
p n eB {Zm Nm [m( X) Zm ]}c= + − −  (6) 

The Z protons and electrons may be grouped into Z neutral hydrogen atoms, and m(AX) 

stands for the atomic mass of isotope X.   

1 A 2
nB {Zm( H) Nm m( X)}c= + −  (7) 

 To compare how different nuclides are bound, the binding energy is normalized 

so that it is expressed in terms of the number of nucleons participating in the strong 

interaction.  One often sees the binding energy per nucleon (B/A), for which the binding 

energy from Eq. 7 is divided by the mass number A.  The value of B/A indicates the 

stability of the bound system.  As shown in Figure 7, the binding energy per nucleon 

varies between 7 and 9 MeV/nucleon for most nuclei, and reaches a maximum around A 

= 56 for Fe.  Many nuclei feature B/A of around 8 MeV/nucleon, but it is evident from 

Figure 7 that B/A increases rapidly when going from A = 2 to A = 20, and gradually 

decreases when going beyond A = 56.  There are thus two ways in which energy may be 

extracted from nuclei.  From A = 2 to A = 56, energy is liberated from fusion reactions, 

while for A ≥ 56, energy is given off during the fission of these nuclei.  More on the 

specific energetics of these processes is given in the description of Q-values for nuclear 

reactions, but the distribution of possible states for nucleons may be understood in terms 

of the shell model, which came from similar conclusions about electrons in atoms. 
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Figure 7. Binding energy per Nucleon 

v.  Shell Model 

 Atomic theories using the shell model have provided many details of atomic 

structure, so nuclear physicists applied quantum mechanics to nuclei in an attempt to 

elucidate their structure.  The construction involves filling shells with electrons or 

nucleons of increasing energy in levels.  The result is a filled core with some number of 

valence particles.  In atoms, one sees an inert filled core and some number of valence 

electrons, and the model assumes that atomic and chemical properties are governed by 

the valence electrons.  In nuclei and atoms, there is fairly smooth variation of atomic 

properties within each subshell and dramatic changes when going from one shell to the 

next.  The potential in atoms is supplied by the coulomb field of the nucleus, which is an 

agent external to the electrons, and this is in contrast to nuclei, which move in a potential 

they themselves create.  The nucleon-nucleon potential is set up by the nearest neighbors, 

so the maximum force is experienced when a nucleon’s surroundings are saturated.   
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 Experimental evidence showed sudden and discontinuous behavior at the same 

proton or neutron numbers, which provided evidence of a series of filled energy levels.  

The subsequent ordering demonstrates what are known as the “magic numbers”, with Z 

or N = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126.  The nuclear subshells are filled in the order of increasing 

energy, The energy level schemes that were originally deduced for simpler potentials 

such as the Harmonic oscillator or square well showed agreement with the early magic 

numbers for the filled shells, but discrepancies appeared after N or Z = 28, so it was 

known that the simpler potentials were somehow incomplete.  The results were improved 

in the early 1950s by recognizing a contribution to the potential that comes from the 

coupling of spin and angular momenta for nucleons in their orbitals. 

 In the late 1940s, M.G. Mayer and co-workers were the first to elucidate much of 

the underlying shell structure, by including a term in the nuclear potential due to 

interacting angular momentum between the orbital and the single, odd nucleon.7,34  This 

is known as the spin-orbit potential, which serves to split some of the closer-lying levels 

into multiple states.  The resulting energy levels agree with experimental evidence in that 

they give the magic numbers exactly, and so are applicable to all nuclei.  The level 

structure is depicted in Figure 8, with the spin assignment for the odd nucleon shown on 

the left, the magic numbers displayed in the middle, and the nucleon occupation numbers 

shown at the right of each level.   

 For materials scientists or engineers without much background in nuclear physics, 

familiarity with the concepts of electronic shell structure enables application and 

understanding of how nuclei behave when energy is transferred to them.  Nucleons are 

promoted to excited states due to transferred energy, and the de-excitation by gamma ray 

emission is similar to photon emission by electrons in atoms.  Some of these similarities 

might be the probability of a reaction producing a certain excited state, the half-life of 

that state, or the probability/lifetime of the gamma emission.  It is relatively 

straightforward to determine some of the characteristics of a nucleus by organizing its 

nucleons into the available levels.   
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Nuclear energy levels and shell structure obtained with the spin
interaction.7,34 

To use the diagram, we may consider an example such as the 27Al nucleus, which 

as odd Z, but even N.  From Figure 9, one may immediately notice that 

one less than the magic number of 28.  There are 13 protons, since Z = 13, so N = 14, and 

there are in fact two types of available levels, with one set being for p and the other for n.  

To assemble a nucleus of 27Al, one starts at the bottom level (1s1/2), and fills the levels 

with the number of nucleons that should occupy each.  For Z = 13, and by knowing the 

occupation and magic numbers, one obtains the following scheme:  2 protons in 1s

, and 2 protons in 1p1/2 gives a total of 8, so there are 5 protons left.  The 

level can accept 6 protons, so the remaining protons enter this level, but there is one 

‘hole’ within, so that the properties of the ground state of 27Al are determined by the odd 

gy levels and shell structure obtained with the spin-orbit 

Al nucleus, which 

one may immediately notice that A = 27, which is 

one less than the magic number of 28.  There are 13 protons, since Z = 13, so N = 14, and 

there are in fact two types of available levels, with one set being for p and the other for n.  

), and fills the levels 

with the number of nucleons that should occupy each.  For Z = 13, and by knowing the 

occupation and magic numbers, one obtains the following scheme:  2 protons in 1s1/2, 4 

s a total of 8, so there are 5 protons left.  The 

level can accept 6 protons, so the remaining protons enter this level, but there is one 

Al are determined by the odd 
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proton.  For neutrons (N = 14), the levels are filled the same way, so the 1s1/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, 

and 1d5/2 levels are all fully occupied, and the properties of the ground state are not 

governed by level structure of the neutrons. 

 

Figure 9. Filled proton and neutron levels in 27Al. 

 The nuclear energy shell structure is analogous to that observed for atomic 

electrons, so nuclear excited states and relaxation phenomena might be studied in a 

similar fashion.  The energy levels depicted in Figure 8 and Figure 9 are on the order of 

and are separated by MeV, as opposed to the eV-keV seen for atomic electrons.  The 

subsequent transitions between levels are on the order of MeV, and there is the possibility 

that nucleons can be excited due to the energy that might be transferred in, for example, 

an inelastic collision.  In addition, many nuclei may feature rotational excited states that 

occur from the conservation of angular momentum between projectile particles and target 

nuclei.  The promotion to higher energy states commonly results in the emission of γ, p, 

or n upon subsequent de-excitation.  The meaningful discussion of nuclear interactions 

requires basic understanding of the shell model, since incoming energy will promote 

nucleons to higher energy states.  How a nucleus will behave when it reaches some 
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excited state is a more complex matter which depends on the lifetime of the excited state 

and the probability of the decay mechanism. 

C. Dynamic Property - Radioactive Decay 

1. Systematics 

  For the nuclei within irradiated target materials, a dynamic property of interest is 

radioactive decay.  If some sample of matter has N radioactive nuclei at some time t, and 

if no new nuclei are being introduced to the sample, then the number (dN) decaying in a 

time dt is proportional to N, so  

(-dN/dt)
 = 

N
λ  (8) 

where λ is a constant called the disintegration or decay constant.  The right-hand said of 

Eq. 8 is the probability per unit time for the decay of an atom.  The basic assumption of 

the statistical theory of radioactive decay is that this probability is a constant, regardless 

of the age of the atoms.  Integrating Eq. 8 leads to the exponential law of radioactive 

decay 

t
oN(t) = N e−λ  (9) 

where No is the constant of integration and gives the original number of nuclei at time t = 

0.  The half-life (t1/2) gives the time necessary for half of the nuclei in the sample to 

decay, so for N = No/2, 

1/2

0.693
t =

λ
 (10) 

Also useful is to consider the mean lifetime (τ), which is defined as the average time that 

a nucleus is likely to survive before it decays.  The number of nuclei that survive to time t 

is N(t), and the number that decay between t and t + dt is 
dN

dt
dt

, so the mean lifetime is 

then 
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0

0

t dN/dt dt
 = 

dN / dt dt

∞

∞τ
∫
∫

 (11) 

the denominator gives the total number of decays, and evaluation of the integrals yields 

1
 = τ

λ
, (12) 

so the mean lifetime is the inverse of the decay constant.  In addition to the lifetime of the 

decaying state, there is concern as to how radioactive some sample is relative to another.  

Discussion of this feature of radioactivity is done by defining the activity of a sample 

 The activity of a radioactive substance is defined to be the rate at which decays 

occur in the sample.  The expression for activity also takes the exponential form: 

t
oA(t) = N(t) = A e−λλ  (13) 

and the initial activity at t = 0 is Ao = λNo.  The activity of a radioactive sample is thus 

the number of decays of the sample per unit time.  To put activity into useful units, one 

considers the number of disintegrations (decays) per unit time.  Radioactivity is 

expressed in terms of the curie unit (Ci), which is the activity of one gram of radium, and 

is equal to 3.7 x 1010 decays per second.  The SI unit is the Becquerel (Bq), which is 

equal to one decay per second.  Such measurements of activity are applicable to all of the 

known radioactive phenomena, though the ways in which nuclei disintegrate may vary.   

A nucleus with constituents in higher energy states may decay by emission of gamma 

rays, whereas a nucleus with a neutron or proton excess might reduce its mass instability 

by emitting a particle such as an alpha particle.  The lifetime would then refer to either 

the length of time that the excited state exists prior to the gamma de-excitation or particle 

emission.  

2. Decay Processes 

 Nuclei are unstable if there is an existing physical process that enables nucleons 

to settle into a more tightly bound state with a lower total rest energy.  A nucleus will 

eventually decay into that lower-energy state, again analogous with atomic electrons.  
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Lower-energy states generally exist for a nucleus if:  1) it has roughly the right mix of 

protons and neutrons, but the nucleus is so large that excessive coulombic repulsion 

between protons makes it energetically favorable for the nucleus to fragment into smaller 

pieces (α), 2) it doesn’t have the optimal mix of protons and neutrons (β), or 3) there is a 

nucleon that is in an energy level higher than the lowest level available to that nucleon 

(γ).  These are the alpha, beta, and gamma  (α, β, and γ) decays. 

i. Alpha Decay 

 The α decay mechanism is the emission of a fairly energetic helium nucleus, 4He.  

The 4He nucleus can be the agent of such a process because it is a tightly-bound system.7  

We may consider the 226Ra nucleus as an alpha-emitter, which displays 3.7 x 1010 

disintegrations per second, and decays into radon gas, 222Rn.  The Curie unit of 

radioactivity was previously defined as the amount of radioactive matter that has the 

same disintegration rate as 1 gram of 226Ra (37 GBq).  For the process of α emission by 

the 226Ra nucleus, we have   

226 222 4
88 86 2 2Ra Rn He→ +  

A A 4 4
Z N Z 2 N 2 2 2X X He−

− −→ +  (14)  

For the radium nucleus, t1/2 = 1600 years, and the α particle exits with a kinetic energy of 

4.8 MeV.  Alpha emission is a way for a heavy, unstable nucleus to remove excess 

energy by emitting a stable, energetic particle.  The α emission mechanism is increasingly 

important for the heavier nuclei, as the Coulomb interaction increases rapidly in 

comparison to the nuclear binding.  Coulomb repulsion increases with size roughly as Z2, 

while the nuclear binding force increases proportional to A.  The spontaneous emission of 

an alpha particle may be favored in some instances to minimize the amount of mass lost, 

while maximizing the energy release; 4He is very tightly bound, has low mass, and is 

emitted with anywhere from 1 to 10 MeV kinetic energy.  

 Alpha decay was a process that was readily explained by the inherent statistics 

and probabilities of quantum mechanics.  The idea is that a fully-formed 4He particle pre-

exists in the nucleus, and there is a statistical probability for it to “leak out” of the nuclear 
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potential well via quantum mechanical tunneling.  The wave function of the particle has 

some probability of being outside the confines of the nuclear coulomb barrier, though it is 

very low.  In fact, it has been determined that the alpha particle must present itself to the 

barrier more than 1030 times before it might leak out as an energetic alpha particle.7  

Many large nuclei, such as isotopes of uranium like 232U, release their maximum amount 

of energy via an alpha particle.  In 232U, the emission of any other type of particle (n, 1H, 
2H, 3H, 3He, 5He, 6Li, 7Li) leads to an endothermic situation and negative energy release.  

Only the 4He emission is energetically favorable, and releases +5.41 MeV, which allows 

the decay.  However, alpha decay is not favored in many of the lower-Z elements that are 

the focus of current radiation shielding studies; the dominant mechanisms for the lighter 

nuclei fall within the class of β decay.  

ii. Beta Decay 

 There are three types of Beta decay processes, which change both Z and N by one 

unit, and lead to a more stable isotope for that nucleus.  The possibilities are the decay of 

a free neutron into a proton (β-), the decay of a proton into a neutron (β+), and the 

conversion of a proton into a neutron via orbital electron capture (denoted ε or EC).   The 

free neutron is unstable against β decay, and has a half-life of roughly 10.6 minutes.  As 

shown in Equations 15-17, the basic processes within the β decay classification are 

-n  p + e→      negative beta decay (β-) (15) 

+p  n + e→      positive beta decay (β+) (16) 

-p + e  n→       orbital electron capture (ε) (17) 

but each process also involves another particle, either a neutrino or antineutrino, which 

(along with electrons) are in what is known as the lepton family of particles.  Each type 

of lepton has its own identifying number.  In Eqs. 15 through 17 above, we see the 

presence of electrons and a positron within (β+).  The presence of the electron on the 

right-hand side of the (β-) reaction and the left-hand side of ε require the conservation of 

lepton number on the opposite side. 
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1. Neutron decay (β-) – Lowers N/Z  

A A
Z N Z 1 N 1X X ' e−

+ −→ + + ν  (18) 

131 131
53 78 54 77I Xe→      1/2t 8.0 d≈  

2. Proton decay (β+) – Raises N/Z 

A A
Z N Z 1 N 1X X ' e+

− +→ + + ν  (19) 

25 25
13 12 12 13Al Mg→       1/2t 7.2 s≈  

3. Electron capture – Raises N/Z 

A A
Z N Z 1 N 1X e X '−

− ++ → + ν  (20) 

54 54
25 29 24 30Mn Cr→      1/2t 312 d≈  

The changes which occur in the nucleus are balanced by the presence of an electron, 

neutrino, or anti-neutrino within the scheme of the reaction.  A does not change, but Z 

and N may differ for the final nucleus.  The decay of a neutron means N is decreased by 

one, which makes a proton appear and Z increases by one.  Proton decay has the opposite 

effect, which means that a proton is changed into a neutron, with Z-1 and N+1 on the 

product side of the reaction.  Neutron decay yields an electron and anti-neutrino as 

products, whereas proton decay causes a positron and a neutrino to appear.  In electron 

capture, an electron gets close to and is absorbed by the nucleus, which causes a neutrino 

to be emitted, and one of the protons is then converted into a neutron; we then see Z-1 

and N+1 in the product.  Electrons and neutrinos are elementary particles, in that they 

themselves are not composed of anything else, whereas nucleons are composed of 

multiple quarks.  Electrons and neutrinos are classified within the lepton family of 

elementary particles, so reactions must include conservation of lepton numbers to be 

balanced. 
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iii. Beta Decay and Leptons 

 The Beta decay processes reveal some reaction components as belonging to what 

is termed the lepton group within the standard model of particle physics.  Particle physics 

turns complex rather quickly, but the conservation of lepton number (L) is a relatively 

straightforward concept.  The leptons are the electrons (e), muons (µ), and tau particles 

(τ), with the corresponding anti-particles being termed anti-leptons.  L is +1 for leptons, -

1 for anti-leptons, and L = 0 for non-leptons. Total lepton number is separately conserved 

for each type of lepton in particle interactions or decays, so for e and µ, one would see 

electron, muon, and tau lepton numbers, which are Le, Lµ, and Lτ respectively.  The total 

number of leptons minus antileptons on each side of a reaction or decay must be the 

same.  To observe the conservation of lepton numbers, we consider the decay of a muon 

(µ-) by  

ee− −
µµ → + ν + ν  (21) 

Le and Lµ must have the same value on both sides of the decay equation.  The negatively-

charged muon has no electron lepton number associated with it, so Le = 0 and Lµ = +1 on 

the left-hand side.  Le must then equal zero, and Lµ must equal +1 for the right-hand side.  

We see that the product electron gets assigned +1, but the electron anti-neutrino product 

has L = -1, so the right side sums to zero as expected: 

-
e

e

     e

L 0 1 1 0

L 1 0 0 1

−
µ

µ

µ → + ν + ν

= + −

= + +

 

 

 There are in fact three types of neutrinos, each associated with one of the above 

particles:  there are the electron (eν ), muon ( µν ), and tau ( τν ) neutrinos, which are 

indicated by the subscript as shown, and depend on the exchange part of the interaction.  

The lepton family is summarized in Table V.  Some details of leptons as well as α and β 

beta decay have been presented because they are tractable, but gamma emission is quite 

different, with details that are outside the scope of traditional materials chemistry or 

engineering.  
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Table V. Leptons (Spin ½) 

Lepton Charge Mass 
(MeV/c2) 

Lifetime Principal decays 

e -1 0.511003 ∞ -- 

νe 0 0 ∞
 -- 

µ -1 105.659 2.197 x 10-6 

ee  µν ν  

νµ 0 0 ∞
 -- 

τ -1 1784 3.3 x 10-13 
e  ,  e  ,   µτ τ τµ ν ν ν ν ρ ν  

ντ 0 0 ∞ -- 
  

iv. Gamma and Other Decays 

 High-energy bombardment of matter will produce some population of excited 

nuclear states in the target, from which gamma decay may occur.  At some level, gamma 

decay may be understood by drawing analogy to the excitation of atomic electrons.  An 

excited electron decays to a more stable state via the emission of a photon, with an 

example being the visible light given off from luminescent materials when exposed to 

UV radiation.  The correct analysis of gamma ray emission requires the determination of 

the most prevalent electric (EL) or magnetic (ML) multipole transitions, which are 

derived from the electromagnetic fields inherent from the nuclear charge distribution.  L 

is the order of the multipole operator that is used to calculate the decay probability from a 

time-varying electric or magnetic multipole moment, The decay probability is for the 

transition of a nuclear state (ψ) from ψi to ψf.  Angular momentum and parity changes 

also lead to selection rules for the transitions, as for electronic transitions in atoms.  The 

lower-order multipole transitions are generally the most favored, and one generally sees 

them labeled as E1, E2, (electric multipole of first and second orders), or M1, M2, etc.  

The details are too complex for inclusion here, but some of how energy may be imparted 

to nucleons is discussed below.  Gaining proximity to or exciting nucleons requires 

incident projectiles that are at least MeV in energy, which is achieved with particle 

accelerators.  

 Outside of alpha, beta, and gamma decay, there are two other decay processes that 

are worth mentioning here, though the details are omitted.  The mass stability of the 
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nucleus is one of the determining factors that leads to either spontaneous fission, or the 

actual emission of nucleons.  A very massive nucleus with a neutron excess may by 

spontaneous fission split roughly in half, resulting in two lighter nuclei.  The product 

nuclei may not be known exactly; the products are in fact statistically distributed over the 

entire weight range of the medium-weight nuclei.  Examples that may disintegrate in this 

fashion are the extremely heavy nuclei 256Fm (t1/2 = 2.6 h), and 254Cf (t1/2 = 60.5 d), both 

of which are uncommon in nature.  For nuclei with a neutron excess, the heavy nuclei 

may release one or more free neutrons, which changes the mass numbers of the final 

fragments, and may produce stable, tightly bound products. 

 Often the heavier isotopes of some nucleus reside outside the stable ‘valley’ of 

masses for that nucleus.  Further away from the valley, excess mass causes inherent 

energy differences for the heavy nuclei in comparison to the stable, lighter nuclei.  If the 

energy difference exceeds the nucleonic binding energy, which is roughly 8 MeV, it may 

be possible to have radioactive decay by nucleon emission.  This process occurs most 

often in fission products that feature a very large neutron excess. 

 There are several ways for energy to be released or emitted by excited nuclei, but 

the α, β, and γ decays are the most relevant to the results of this study.  Radiation 

bombardment of target materials is likely to cause excited states in their nuclei and the 

emission of energetic particles and gamma rays.  The target materials are generally of 

low Z, so spontaneous fission is not an issue, while nucleon emission is not as common 

as the three dominant modes of decay.  

D. Nuclear Interactions 

 The study of energetic nuclear reactions is required for those that would delve 

into astrophysics, as well as for those in the fields of nuclear power generation or nuclear 

engineering. There is a possibility for nuclear reactions any time energetic particles hit 

matter. Energetic particles may be produced via reactors, accelerators or radioactive 

isotopes, and nuclear reactions produce widely-varying phenomena depending on the 

kinetic energy of the incident particle.  There are three energy ranges to be considered in 

the study of nuclear reactions:  low energy of less than 10 MeV is most common in 

nuclear physics, medium energy is from 100 MeV to 1000 MeV, wherein the situation is 
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complicated by meson production and the possibility of protons and neutrons 

transforming into each other. Incident energies greater than 1 GeV/nucleon are the 

domain of particle physicists, in which there may be many exotic particles produced.7-9   

 The probabilistic aspects of nuclear behavior require the use of interaction cross 

sections, which are a rough measure of the probability of occurrence for some reaction.  

The cross sections for products of interest may in fact vary significantly within each 

energy range, as well as when going from low- to high-energy, that is when increasing 

from 1 MeV to 1 GeV per nucleon.  The bulk of early work in nuclear physics dealt with 

the interaction of light particles (nucleons, e-, A ≤ 4) with target materials, but there is 

currently much interest in bombardment with heavier nuclei, which is highly-relevant to 

any study of cosmic rays.  Unfortunately, since solar modulation limits most cosmic ray 

particles to ≤ 1 GeV/nucleon, there is the need for familiarity with the processes that 

might occur for all three energy ranges, but much of the work in cosmic ray 

bombardment is limited to hundreds of MeV to 1 GeV/nucleon, which makes the 

problem a bit more tractable.  However, the reader should be aware that the field of 

traditional nuclear physics, with a focus on low-energy interactions, has likely reached its 

apex in modern times.  Most of the current attention has been shifted to particle physics, 

with simulations and experiments done well above the GeV range of incident energies. 

1. Tools for Investigating Nuclear Reactions 

i.  Q Values 

 Nuclear physics and reactions have been very well-studied since the latter part of 

the nineteenth century, and tools have been developed to extract information from 

materials or beams of interest.  The important properties of nuclear reactions are 

primarily dependent on the energies and masses of the incident and target nuclei and 

exchanged particles, as well as the probability of a specific product or emitted particle to 

appear.  Nuclear reactions are written as     

X a b Y+ → +  (22) 
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which is more simply denoted as X(a,b)Y.  X and Y are the target and product nuclei, 

respectively, while a is the incident particle, and b is the particle that is emitted.  The 

(a,b) part of the notation may be thought of as the ‘exchange’ of particles that occurs 

during the reaction.  From conservation of total relativistic energy, the Eq. 22 yields 

mXc2 + TX + mac
2 + Ta = mYc2 + TY + mbc

2 + Tb (23) 

where the T is the kinetic energy and m the mass of the interacting species.  Changes in 

mass (m) and energy (E) are related by  

∆E = ∆mc2 

with c equal to the speed of light.  Any change in the kinetic energy of the system of 

reacting particles must be balanced by an equal change in the system’s rest energy.  The 

Q-value is an important quantity that is used in the study of nuclear reactions, with the 

value being given by Eqs. 24 or 25: 

Q = (minitial – mfinal)c
2 (24) 

Q = Tfinal - Tinitial (25) 

  

with m equal to the rest mass energy of the nuclei under consideration.  Stated in a 

different way,  

Q = (mX + ma – mY – mb)c
2 (26) 

Q = TY + Tb – TX - Ta (27) 

 

If Q > 0 (mi > mf or Tf > Ti) the reaction is termed exoergic or exothermic, and nuclear 

mass or binding energy is released as the kinetic energy of the final products.  If Q < 0 

(mi < mf or Tf < Ti), the reaction is endoergic or endothermic, and some of the initial 

kinetic energy is converted into nuclear mass or binding energy.  The third possibility is 

that Q = 0.  There are also two reference frames of interest in such experiments:  the 

laboratory frame and the center of mass frame. 



 

 

 For projectiles moving at very fast speeds near c, relativistic effects regarding the 

frame of reference must also be taken into account.  In nuclear physics experiments, t

are two frames of reference, the center of mass (CM) and laboratory (L) frames.  The CM 

frame is attached to the target nucleus, while the laboratory frame is for the projectile, 

moving at some speed v, for example.  The situation is shown in 

reaction of Eq. 22. 

Figure 10. Laboratory and center of mass frames

 For speeds at a significant fraction of c, perhaps v 

coordinates at which an event is perceived must be adjusted for the moving frame, 

relative to the stationary frame.  Throughout this study, 

understanding the qualitative effects of

materials.  In the laboratory frame, the target nuclei are considered to be at rest.  The 

inherent room-temperature thermal energy of the nucleons is negligible compare

MeV scale of nuclear reactions, but additional energy may be impart

which would then appear 

 In the study of reactions, a specific sequence or product may be more likely than 

another, so the use of interaction cross

certain phenomena.  For example, irradiation of aluminum by MeV protons might 

produce neutrons, where the exchange part of the reaction is 

section deals with the statistical probability of observing neutrons at some angle.  At 

higher energy, GeV protons would produce pi

charged, π0 for uncharged), where the experimenters would be concerned with 

or 27Al(p,π0). 
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For projectiles moving at very fast speeds near c, relativistic effects regarding the 
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In the laboratory frame, the target nuclei are considered to be at rest.  The 

temperature thermal energy of the nucleons is negligible compare

MeV scale of nuclear reactions, but additional energy may be imparted by the collision, 

appear as an excited nuclear state. 

In the study of reactions, a specific sequence or product may be more likely than 

interaction cross-sections is helpful to categorize the likelihood of 

certain phenomena.  For example, irradiation of aluminum by MeV protons might 

produce neutrons, where the exchange part of the reaction is 27Al(p,n), and the cross 

statistical probability of observing neutrons at some angle.  At 

higher energy, GeV protons would produce pi-mesons, also known as pions (

uncharged), where the experimenters would be concerned with 

For projectiles moving at very fast speeds near c, relativistic effects regarding the 

frame of reference must also be taken into account.  In nuclear physics experiments, there 

are two frames of reference, the center of mass (CM) and laboratory (L) frames.  The CM 

frame is attached to the target nucleus, while the laboratory frame is for the projectile, 
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ii.  Cross sections 

 The cross section (σ) is used in prediction and experimentation that deal with 

nuclear reactions.  A cross section takes into account the geometry of the scattering 

center, as well as the probability that some outgoing particle is scattered in a given 

direction.  The cross section can be taken as a measure of the relative probability for a 

nuclear reaction to occur.   

 To calculate or measure cross sections, the geometry of the scattering center is 

assumed to be spherical, as is the description of the scattered particle current.  The 

spherical coordinate system is used as specified by physicists, in which the angle θ is 

taken from the z-axis to the vector r , while the angle φ opens from the x-axis to r  as 

shown in Figure 11.  The unit of solid angle is the steradian, which is used extensively in 

physics and astronomy.   

 

Figure 11. Spherical coordinate system. 

 For a scattering experiment, as shown in Figure 12, the goal is to determine the 

direction in which the scattered particle travels.  The number of particles scattered into 

some solid angle dΩ is the quantity of interest, in comparison to the number of particles 

from the incident flux impinging on a unit area. 
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Figure 12. Geometry of scattering cross sections.

The impact parameter (b) is defined as the 

particle and the target particle if there were no deflection.  

hypothetical particles (1, 2, 3), with impact parameters b

impinging particles is shown in

 

Figure 13. Impact parameters for different particles impinging on a target 
nucleus.

 For an irradiated target, which can be ei

and for some flux (F) of incident particles per unit area, scattering cross sections may be 

determined by considering the number of particles scattered into the solid angle d

unit time.  Due to inherent rando

particles, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13

for different time intervals of measurement.  If the statistics of many finite measuring 

periods are averaged, the nu
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Geometry of scattering cross sections. 

e impact parameter (b) is defined as the minimum distance between the incident 

particle and the target particle if there were no deflection.  For a group of three 

hypothetical particles (1, 2, 3), with impact parameters b1, b2, and b3, the situation for th

shown in Figure 13. 

 

Impact parameters for different particles impinging on a target 
nucleus. 

For an irradiated target, which can be either a single nucleus or slab of material, 

and for some flux (F) of incident particles per unit area, scattering cross sections may be 

determined by considering the number of particles scattered into the solid angle d

unit time.  Due to inherent randomness in impact parameters (b) for a number of 

Figs. 12 and 13, the number of particles scattered into d

for different time intervals of measurement.  If the statistics of many finite measuring 

periods are averaged, the number tends toward a fixed value of dNS/dΩ, where dN

 

between the incident 
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and for some flux (F) of incident particles per unit area, scattering cross sections may be 

determined by considering the number of particles scattered into the solid angle dΩ per 

for a number of 

, the number of particles scattered into dΩ will vary 

for different time intervals of measurement.  If the statistics of many finite measuring 

Ω, where dNS is the 
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average number of particles scattered per unit time.  The differential cross section is 

defined as the ratio 

 SdNd 1
(E, )

d F d

σ
Ω =

Ω Ω
 (44) 

and is a function of the energy (E) of the incident particles that make up the flux.  The 

quantity dσ/dΩ represents the average fraction of incident particles that are scattered into 

dΩ per unit time and per unit flux F.  The total cross section for any scattering at an 

energy E is defined as the integral of dσ/dΩ over all solid angles: 

d
(E) = d

d

σ
σ Ω

Ω∫  

 This explanation of cross sections provides a basic visual picture, but is not practical for 

most cases of experimentation.  In real situations, the target is a slab of material with 

many scattering centers.  The quantity of interest then becomes the number of centers per 

unit perpendicular area, with 

# centers
N x

unit perpendicular area
= δ  (x) 

where N is the density of centers (areal density in g/cm2), and δx is the thickness of the 

material along the direction of the beam.  If A is the total perpendicular area of the target, 

then the number of particles eligible for an interaction is F x A: 

s

d
N ( ) FAN x

d

σ
Ω = δ

Ω
 (x) 

and the total number scattered into all angles is similarly  

Ntot = FANδxσ (x) 

If the geometrical dimensions of the particle beam are smaller than the target, then A is 

the area of the target covered by the beam, and F*A approaches ninc which is the total 
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number of incident particles per unit time.  Dividing by F*A gives the probability for 

scattering a single particle in a thickness of δx: 

Probability of interaction in δx = Nσδx (xx) 

The total cross section (in cm2) for a number of events (N) is 

eventsN
 = 

(beam particles per unit area) x (target particles)
σ  (Xx) 

Partial cross sections may also be defined, such as σelastic, σinelastic, σfission, σπ production.  

Nevents may also be restricted to the case in which an outgoing particle goes into a 

particular range of angles in space (e.g. into a specific detector of finite size).  In this 

case, the differential cross section (dσ/dΩ) may be defined such that 

events  into solid angle incident

d
N N nx

d∆Ω

σ
= ∆Ω

Ω
 

with dΩ = sinθ dθ dφ, which is the infinitesimal element of solid angle measured in 

steradians (sr). 

 A cross section is therefore a measure of the effective surface area seen by the 

impinging particles, and is expressed in units of area.  Cross section data are expressed in 

terms of barns (b), where 1 b = 10-24 cm2, but millibarns (mb, 10-27 cm2) and microbarns 

(µb, 10-30 cm2) are also seen in the literature.  The cross section of two particles (i.e. 

observed when the two particles are colliding with each other) is a measure of the 

interaction event between the two particles.   

 For those conversant with classical kinematics, it is known that energetic particles 

might convey some of their energy to a target during a collision, but for a situation other 

than a nuclear reaction, such as for particles in a bound nucleus, it is known that the 

particles must interact with their neighbors in order to stay together.  There is much 

interest in knowing how the particles interact with each other, which leads to a brief 

discussion of the strong nuclear force, and the exchange that occurs between particles to 

cause the strong interaction. 
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E. Mesons 

 A step beyond nuclear reactions, the threshold of particle physics begins when 

incident particles contain several hundred MeV or more of kinetic energy.  More and 

more exotic species of elementary particles are observed when increasing the reaction 

energetics to the GeV range.  The meson has the lowest mass of any strongly-interacting 

particle, and mesons are two quark objects, being composed of a quark and an antiquark 

which exist briefly in a bound state.  Mesons and baryons both belong to the group called 

hadrons, which applies to any multi-quark object that interacts via the strong nuclear 

force.  There are numerous particles that show up in when sampling with MeV energy or 

above, these are divided into three major categories, which are the meson, lepton, and 

baryon families.  Electrons and neutrinos fall within the family of leptons, and nucleons 

are classified as baryons.  Some of meson physics is useful to those studying space 

radiation at incident energies of 1 GeV and above because of the potential for changes in 

the nuclei of target or shield materials.  

Table VI. Quarks (Spin ½) 

   Mass (MeV/c2)  
(speculative) 

Gen. Flavor Charge Bare  Effective 
 

In baryons In mesons 
1st d 1

3
−  

7.5 

}  363 } 310 1st u 2

3
+  

4.2 

2nd s 1

3
−  

150 438 483 

2nd c 2

3
+  

1100 1500 

3rd b 1

3
−  

4200 4700 

3rd t 2

3
+  

 > 23,000 
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i. Properties of Pi-mesons 

 The mesons are known as ‘virtual’ particles, and what is observed is the force that 

results from the exchange of virtual particles, but no the particles themselves.  The 

exchanged particle must have integral spin (0 or 1) and some electric charge.  A suitable 

analogy for the exchange of virtual particles is the coulomb interaction between electric 

charges; this force can be regarded as the exchange of virtual photons.  The exchanged 

particles that carry the nuclear force are the mesons.  At the simplest level, mesons are 

composite structures consisting of a quark and an anti-quark.  Experimental results have 

shown that there must be 3 pions with +1, 0, and -1 charge; all pions have 0 spin.  The 

resulting pions are the π+, π-, and π0.  The π± have rest mass of 139.6 MeV, while π
0 has a 

rest mass of 135.0 MeV.  Pion exchange can transform a neutron into a proton with π-, or 

a proton into a neutron with π+, which can easily be shown qualitatively in reaction 

sequences that describe the exchange.   

Table VII.  Some Pseudoscalar Mesons (Spin 0) 

   Mass (MeV/c2)  
 

Meson Quark 
content 

Charge Mass 
(MeV/c2) 

Lifetime Principal decays 

π
±  ud, du +1, -1 139.569 2.60 x 10-8 

µ υµ 
π

0 
(uu dd) / 2−
 

0 134.964 8.7 x 10-17 
γ γ 

K± 
us,  su +1, -1 493.67 1.24 x 10-8 

µ υµ, π
± π0, π± π± π± 

00K ,  K  ds,  sd 0 497.72 0.892 x 10-10 
π

+ π-, π0 π0 

    5.18 x 10-8 
π e υe, π µ υµ, π π π 

 

 The characteristics of pions, such as their charge, spin, and rest mass allows the 

deduction of equations for pion exchange between nucleons.  Also of note is that the π+ 

and π- are antiparticles to each other, while π
0 is its own antiparticle. Pions also have the 

longest range of the mesons, and are able to propagate through many types of matter 

before they are ‘captured’ to take place in a strong interaction within the matter. 
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0 0
1 1 2 2n n            n n→ + π π + →  (30) 

0 0
1 1 2 2p p            p p→ + π π + →  (31) 

-
1 1 2 2n p            p n−→ + π π + →  (32) 

The capture reactions are known as stars.   

 With the particles of the GCR being limited to roughly 1 GeV/nucleon, the 

prevalence of heavier mesons (besides π or K) in an energetic reaction is dependent on 

higher incident energies than what would be encountered most often in the space 

environment, perhaps TeV or more, which generally makes them inaccessible on earth, 

other than at the most energetic accelerators. 

ii. Stars 

 Pions will pass through and interact with matter, whereby they are eventually 

stopped and captured by nuclei of the target atoms.  There are many reactions which 

might then occur, such as the capture of π
- by 16O to yield 16N*, and the location of N* is 

called a star due to the pion capture event.  Stars are inelastic pion reactions.  The star 

term originated from the photographic emulsion technique, which showed particle tracks 

radiating outward from the site of capture.  The possibilities of π- capture may include7 

- 16 16π + O N*→  (33) 

16 15

14

14

12

N* N n

N 2n

C p n

B

→ +

→ +

→ + +

→ + α

 (34) 

Pi-mesons are charged particles, so they in fact cause ionization events along their entire 

pathlength within a material, until they are eventually captured to take place in a strong-

force interaction.  Heavy particles and nucleons produced by the star give a large dose in 

a relatively small volume.  As shown in Eq. 34, the 16N* might decay in any of four 
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possible ways, and lose mass by emitting energetic particles.  There is the possibility of 

emitted neutron radiation, protons, and alpha particles.  This is just the example of π- 

capture to yield a star; there is also the possibility of π+ and π0 interacting to form stars, 

which would still result in the emission of energetic particles, though the charge of the 

emitted particles could be opposite for π
+ in contrast to the case of π- above.  The capture 

of π0 is another process that has not been examined in this work, but surely will 

contribute to the transmutation of nuclear species within an irradiated target, and 

emission of harmful energy to the surroundings. 

 Some of the more basic aspects of nuclear structure have now been described for 

the reader, such as mass and binding energetics, the composition of nucleons, and the 

existence of mediators or exchange particles which interact with each other.  This 

information can now be used, as the discussion now shifts to the interaction of photon 

and particle radiation with matter.  

F. The Interaction of Radiation with Matter 

 Physicists who study nuclei and particle beams are generally concerned with three 

kinds of radiation that may be incident on a target; these are the light charged particles 

(LCP), the heavy charged particles (HCP), and electromagnetic radiation.  The light 

charged particles are electrons and positrons, with rest mass energy mc2 < 1 MeV, while 

the heavy charged particles are any with Z ≥ 1, so mc2 > 900 MeV. The EM radiation are 

the x- and γ-ray photons, which are commonly several MeV in energy and above, with 

the upper limit for some galactic cosmic rays said to be 1020 eV, as described in I.A.1.  

The emphasis in space radiation shielding is on the heavy charged particles, which can be 

as small as a single proton, or as large as a 238U nucleus.  The energy deposition and 

ionization effects increase rapidly with increasing Z, and as massive particles pass 

through target materials, they interact with electrons and nuclei within the target material 

many phenomena because of the interaction with the electrons or nuclei of the target 

material.  The list of relevant cross sections includes but is not limited to Coulomb 

scattering, fragmentation (charge-changing) of primary or target nucleus, Compton 

scattering, inelastic scattering with electrons, production of nucleons or electrons, and 

production of electromagnetic radiation.  
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1. Electromagnetic Radiation – Gamma Rays 

 The range of energetic EM radiation in biological systems is determined using the 

knowledge that this radiation interacts with matter to produce three main types of 

phenomena:  the photoelectric effect (photoelectric absorption), scattering on free 

electrons (Compton scattering), and electron-positron pair production.  Electromagnetic 

radiation exhibits exponential absorption, and the energy is removed from the beam and 

degraded.  This takes place according to 

I = Ioe
-µx (35) 

where I is the intensity of the incident radiation, µ is the specific absorption coefficient, 

and dx is the thickness traveled.  The quantity µ may be called the mass attenuation 

coefficient for a specific γ-ray.  The source of the attenuation in the beam is the 

combination of the three effects, each of which are more or less pronounced depending 

on the incident gamma energy. 

i. Photoelectric Effect 

 The photoelectric effect can be thought of as the absorption of a gamma ray by a 

bound electron, which then leaves the atomic state it was in.  The process leads to the 

production of secondary radiation, primarily the ejection of photoelectrons from atoms, 

and also bremsstrahlung radiation.  The incident γ energy (hν) is enough to remove an 

electron from its normal orbital position, which is then liberated from the atom at a 

kinetic energy (KE) that is equal to the difference between the incident hν and the 

binding energy (BE) of the electron in that shell.  The most tightly bound K-shell 

electrons are the major contributors to this effect, as shown in Figure 14, but the lower 

binding-energy electrons of the outer shells may be ejected by the similar Auger process. 
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Figure 14. Schematic of K-shell photoelectron produced via a keV γ ray. 

ii. Compton Scattering 

 A γ-ray may interact with and impart some of its energy to an atomic electron.  

The process results in a different, lower-energy gamma ray which is scattered off at some 

angle, and the energy difference is transferred to the electron, which itself is then 

scattered at some other angle and left in an excited state.  This process is known as 

Compton scattering, and is shown in Figure 15.  The original photon has an energy of Eγ, 

the scattered photon is of energy E’γ, and the electron acquires an energy equal to Eγ – 

E’γ.  The excited state of the electron (e’) may then decay to its original state by emission 

of some quanta of electromagnetic radiation, or by some other relaxation process.  With 

the presence of many electrons in ordinary matter, it is evident that there may be a 

number of Compton scattering events, which would then degrade the energy of the 

incident photon.  The most energetic γ-rays are more likely to pass through most types of 

matter without interacting. 



 

 

Figure 15. Schematic of Compton Sca

 The scattered gamma ray energy E’ is a function of the photon 

From Figure 15, it is evident that the 

with a lower energy than it had incidentally. 

broaden and lose energy with successive Compton scatterings as it passes through some 

amount of matter.  The probability of a Compton scattering varies approximately as the 

atomic # of the scattering medium and decreases as the energy of the 

Compton scattering dominates at medium energies (from roughly 1 to 10 MeV)

 A photon with greater than approximately 1 MeV of energy can cause the creation 

of an electron-hole pair.  The mechanism by which this occurs i

whereby an electron and a positro

man has its own antiparticle.  If the electron and positron antiparticles meet, they 

annihilate each other, and the result is the production of 2 gamma rays.  The quantum 

energy of the gamma rays is equal to the sum of:  1) the mass energies of the two 

colliding particles, and 2) their kinetic energies.  

0.511 MeV, so the threshold for electron
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Schematic of Compton Scattering. 

The scattered gamma ray energy E’ is a function of the photon scattering angle 

, it is evident that the γ-photon is scattered off in some new direction, and 

with a lower energy than it had incidentally.  The result is that a beam of gamma rays will 

y with successive Compton scatterings as it passes through some 

amount of matter.  The probability of a Compton scattering varies approximately as the 

atomic # of the scattering medium and decreases as the energy of the γ-photon increases. 
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iii. Pair Production 
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tron and a positron are instantaneously created.  Every particle known to 
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above 1 MeV incident, pair production becomes one of the most importan
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Schematic of γ-induced electron-positron pair production.

The three potential γ-ray interactions depend strongly on Z of the absorber, and 

the energy of the incident γ-ray.  The trend is shown in Figure 17.  For lower energy 

photons (< 1 MeV) photoelectric absorption dominates for nearly all Z. 

rays are closer in magnitude to the energy of the K-shell electrons, thus are 

more readily absorbed, which excites the atoms and causes them to emit the excess 

energy as bremsstrahlung or photoelectrons.  The low-energy γ-rays are not energetic 

enough to pass through a large number of atoms without interacting.  The Compton effect 

is the primary mechanism of energy moderation for γ-rays at 1-10 MeV of incident 

photons of moderate energy (10-100 MeV), the phenomenon of pair 

he dominant mechanism of energy attenuation. 
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Figure 17. Effect of Z on γ-ray interactions. 

2. Charged Particles 

i. Coulomb Scattering 

 Coulomb scattering (or Rutherford scattering) is simply the deflection of a 

charged particle’s trajectory due to the repulsive force of the positively-charged nuclei.  

The incident primary comes in close proximity to a target nucleus and experiences the 

short-range electrostatic repulsive force, which causes it to emerge from the interaction at 

a different angle.  The situation is shown in Figure 18.  The straight line that is the 

distance of closest approach is known as the impact parameter (b).  Though the particle 

has been scattered off in some new direction, it can still be expected to contain a great 

deal of kinetic energy, so the intact primary is still able to participate in many interactions 

after a coulomb scattering event. 
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Figure 18. Rutherford 
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Rutherford (also Coulomb) scattering 

ii. Inelastic Collisions 

Charged particles interact as they travel into a target material, 

their incident energy primarily through inelastic collisions with 

atomic electrons, but electrons and positrons may also radiate energy away by 

ahlung due to the various accelerations set up by electric fields within matter.  

37 through 42 presented below allow for the determination of the projectile’s 

rate of energy loss per unit distance within the target material (-dE/dx).  The 

specific ion, energy, and target material is an important quantity, because dE/dx may then 

be converted to linear energy transfer (LET), LET may be converted into fluence, and the 

determined fluence (over some known time interval) then allows an estimate of the 

sorbed dose within the target.  The energy loss per unit length is also termed the 

of the material.  In many studies, the –dE/dx energy loss, LET, and 

(electronic) stopping power are analogous, so the three types must be specifically 
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quantities in this work, since the simulated data only allows an estimated magnitude for 

the energy loss for the moving particles in the materials of interest. 
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particle is the range of the material for a specific particle at a specific incident energy.  

The magnitude of the range depends on the rate at which the charged particle loses 

energy in the inelastic collisions with electrons.  Derived from quantum mechanical 

calculations of the collision process, the Bethe-Bloch energy loss is the process that 

determines the range of a particle in a material.  Range is typically reported in terms of 

energy in MeV/ nucleon (MeV/u) plotted against the thickness of material traversed by 

the particle, but the use of areal density affords a more meaningful comparison among 

solids with varying volumetric densities.  The areal density is simply the volumetric 

density (g/cm3) multiplied by the thickness, so (g/cm3)*(cm of thickness) = g/cm2 of 

range, as displayed in Figure 19 for four different nuclei in aluminum metal of density 

2.70 g/cm3.  For materials and objects deployed in space, areal density is also used as the 

material property of choice instead of volumetric density.  The estimated range data in 

this study is reported in terms of both areal densities (g/cm2) and linear thickness to 

afford a simplified visual picture of the penetration depth of the energetic ions. 

 

Figure 19. Range in g/cm2 Vs. Energy in MeV/u for 1H (protons), 4He, 12C, and 
56Fe in aluminum metal. 
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iii. HCP 

For heavy charged particles, the rate of energy loss per unit distance is computed using 

the Bethe-Bloch formula: 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2e e e

2

4 r m c z 2m cdE
NZ ln

dx I

 π γ β
− = − β β  

 (37) 

where β = v/c, v is the velocity of the incident particle, ze is the charge, N is the number 

density of target atoms, Z is the atomic number, and γ = (1-β2)-1/2 

2

1

1
γ =

−β
 (38) 

and re is the classical electron radius, with e being the electronic charge 

2

e 2
e

e
r

m c
=  (39) 

I is the average excitation and ionization potential of the absorber, which is an 

experimentally-determined quantity.  The Bethe-Bloch equation breaks down at low 

energy, where the incident particles are at roughly the same “velocity” as the orbital 

electrons.  The most common secondary radiation produced by heavy charged particles 

are energetic secondary electrons, called delta rays.  The delta rays often have enough 

kinetic energy to create further ionization events, but the range of secondary delta rays is 

much smaller than for the original charged projectile. 

iv. LCP 

 The light charged particles are the electrons or positrons, and are treated in a 

similar fashion to the heavy charged particles, but the equation above must be modified.  

The light charged particles are closer in mass to the atomic electrons, so the energy loss 

occurs more quickly because a much larger fraction of electron energy can be lost in a 

single encounter.  The modified Bethe-Bloch formula for light charged particles is 
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22 2 2 2 2 2
e e e

2 2 2 2 2

2 r m c m c TdE 2 1 1 1 1
NZ ln ln 2 1

dx 2I 8

      π β γ
− = − − + + −      β γ γ γ γ       

 (40) 

in which all symbols have the same meaning as above. 

 The mean range may be calculated for a particle of a given energy (T0) by 

integrating the dE/dx formula:16 

0

min

1T

0 0 min

T

dE
R(T ) = R (T ) + dE

dx

−
 
 
 ∫  (41) 

where Tmin is the minimum energy at which the dE/dx formula is valid, and R0(Tmin) is an 

empirically determined constant to account for the low energy dE/dx behavior.16  When 

integrating, the range is found to be proportional to T2. 

 For both types of charged particles, the quantity dE/dx is a measure of the rate at 

which the incident radiation is losing energy relative to the distance it is traveling within 

the material.  The negative sign indicates the loss of energy.  The total dE/dx is generally 

taken as a good estimate of the magnitude of energy that the incident particle will lose to 

the target material, as well as an estimate of the thickness of material required in order to 

fully attenuate the incident energy of the radiation.   

 As the initially-energetic particle moves through the target material, the 

collisional energy loss will not remain at a constant value.  The particle loses kinetic 

energy due to its effect on the surrounding electrons, while continuously causing 

ionization and excitation effects along its path.  If the instantaneous dE/dx energy loss 

could be measured, it would be evident that the energy lost to the surroundings will 

increase for a projectile that is continuously slowing down.  Visually, the increasing 

collisional energy loss would be manifested as a continuously thickening and darkening 

ionization track toward the end of the particle’s path, as shown in Figure 20 for the 

protons and electron paths of section I.A.  The result of the changing dE/dx behavior is a 

maximum in energy deposition right before the particle is completely stopped, which 

shows up as a peak in a plot of energy deposition (dose) against depth (distance).  The 

peak of energy deposition for any charged particle is known as the Bragg peak, as shown 

in Figure 21. 
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Figure 20. Representation of energy imparted over the path length for MeV 
charged particles and subsequent Bragg peak of energy deposition. 

 

Figure 21. Energy deposition and Bragg Peak for 500 MeV protons in simulated 
biological tissue. 

 If the range of a particle (at a specific energy) is known for some material with 

known density, the range of this particle in another material may be estimated by 

invoking the Bragg-Kleeman rule:7,16 
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where R is the range, ρ is the mass density, A is the atomic weight, 0 stands for a known 

range or material, and 1 stands for the unknown range or material.  Inelastic collisions are 

the primary loss mechanism for the majority of massive particles, but for lighter particles 

such as electrons which become intermittently scattered in electric fields, the emission of 

electromagnetic radiation causes significant energy loss for the incoming particles. 

v. Bremsstrahlung 

 In addition to collision losses as for HCP, the light charged particles such as 

electrons and positrons will experience scattering within materials due to the internal 

electric fields of nuclei, and will thus lose energy via emitted electromagnetic radiation.  

The emitted radiation continuum is known as bremsstrahlung, which may be thought of 

classically as the acceleration of charged particles when they encounter an electric field.  

For small energies up to a few MeV, the bremsstrahlung process contributes very little to 

the total energy loss, but the probability of bremsstrahlung emission increases rapidly for 

incident particles at tens of MeV or greater, and in fact may be equal to the collisional 

energy loss at these energies.  The total energy loss for the light charged particles is then 

the sum of collisional and radiative losses: 

tot rad col

dE dE dE

dx dx dx
     = +     
     

 (42) 

 The emission probability is highly dependent on the particle mass as, so the cross section 

for radiative energy loss varies as the inverse of the particle mass squared: 

22

2

e
  

mc

 
σ ∝  

 
 (43) 

The occurring radiative loss is a balance of several competing factors, but can be 

expected to be less important than collisional losses for the heavier particles.  More 

massive particles will experience less scattering in electric fields and less deviation from 

their original trajectory.  As an example, a muon with mass of 106 MeV/c2 imparts 

roughly 40,000 times less radiative energy loss than an electron, which has a mass of 
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0.5011 MeV/c2.16 Bremsstrahlung emission depends on the strength of the electric field 

felt by the incident LCP, so atomic electrons will screen the scattering (acceleration) 

effects.  The cross section for radiative emission is also dependent on the impact 

parameter and Z of the target material.  For LCP, Bremsstrahlung starts to dominate the 

energy loss at energies of 1 GeV or greater.  The incident energy value where collision 

loss equals radiative loss is known as the critical energy (Ec) and depends almost entirely 

on the material.   

c
rad col

dE dE
 for E = E

dx dx
   =   
   

 (42) 

 In general, a lower effective Z results in higher critical energies, with organic 

compounds featuring an average Ec of around 100 MeV.  Light metals correspondingly 

show a lower Ec.  Some critical energies are given in Leo:16  Al has a value of 51.0 MeV, 

Fe has a value of 27.4 MeV, and Pb has a value of 9.51 MeV, while that for polystyrene 

is 109 MeV.  It is evident that higher electron densities result in lowered values of the 

bremsstrahlung critical energy.  The probability of bremsstrahlung emission is inversely 

proportional to the particle mass squared, so bremsstrahlung can generally be ignored for 

the heavy charged particles.  For energies on the order of MeV, the contribution of 

bremsstrahlung is relatively small, but the probability of bremsstrahlung increases rapidly 

with increasing energy, and will eventually dominate the energy loss. 

vi. Linear Energy Transfer and Stopping Power 

 To compare the effects of different types of radiation on biological tissue, the 

factor of interest is the linear energy transfer (LET) of the radiation, which is a measure 

of the energy deposited per unit distance over the path traveled.  Bremsstrahlung may 

propagate radiation far away from the actual path of the incident projectiles, and if 

bremsstrahlung processes are neglected, the LET is the same as the linear stopping power 

dE/dx.  Examples of high-LET radiation are the heavy ions and α particles.  Such charged 

particles generally have short range in matter because they dissipate their energy quickly 

in collisions.  The larger amount of energy deposition over short distances corresponds to 
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a higher value of the LET.  Typical range values for MeV particles may be 0.1-1.0mm, 

and the LET may reach 100 keV/µm.7  In contrast, some of the low-LET particles include 

electrons or photons, which have ranges on the order of cm, and LET on the order of 

perhaps 1 keV/µm.  For heavy ion irradiation, the earth-based accelerators of BNL and 

Chiba Japan allow the choice of ion, the incident energy, and the approximate LET, as 

shown in Table VIII.  It is evident that for a heavy projectile such as 56Fe, the highest 

incident energy (1000 MeV/µ) results in the lowest LET (150 keV/µm), while the lowest 

incident energy (300 MeV/µ) results in the highest LET (240 keV/µm). 

 The linear energy transfer (LET) is often analogous to the quantity –dE/dx 

described above.  There are two types of LET that are estimated or measured by 

researchers, which are the track average LET and the dose average LET.  Accurate 

estimates are difficult to obtain in both cases, as shown pictorially in Figure 22.   A good 

estimate of the track average LET requires being able to follow an individual particle (or 

group of particles) throughout the target and measure the energy after it traverses some 

thickness of material.   

Table VIII.  List of Heavy Particles for Use at the RHIC of NSRL/BNL. 

Ion Z Energy (MeV/u) LET (keV/ µµµµm) 

(approximate) 

Iron 26 1000 150 

Iron 26 750 160 

Carbon 6 290 13 

Iron 26 600 180 

Protons 1 1000 0.24 

Silicon 14 1000 45 

Oxygen 8 600 17 

Iron 26 300 240 

Protons 1 2500 0.24 
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Figure 22. Determination of track average and dose average LET. 

 

 In practice, measurement of LET is achieved using position sensitive detectors 

across the area in the plane perpendicular to the beam, and measuring the energy along a 

small volume of acceptance around the original line of the particle’s trajectory.  The most 

common convention is the use of a 3° solid angle around a specifically-located detector 

for the acceptance of the moving particle.  The dose average LET is obtained by 

determining the amount of energy the projectile imparts through the volume of the 

surrounding target material that it has passed through.  This may be determined by 
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finding a quantity such as the absorbed dose, or magnitude of ionization that is conveyed 

through each “slice” of material, as shown in Fig. 22. 

 For the range of incident energies most relevant to GCR studies (spanning from a 

few MeV to 1 GeV), the terms describing energy loss by projectiles Bethe-Bloch energy 

loss and both types of LET are roughly equivalent to another term for projectile energy 

loss, the stopping power.  Stopping powers would be reported in terms of (Energy 

loss/unit length), just as LET and –dE/dx for some specific particle at some specific 

energy and within some specific material.  The total stopping power is composed of 

contributions from two mechanisms: the electronic stopping power, and the nuclear 

stopping power.  The electronic stopping power is due to the inelastic collisions taking 

place via Bethe-Bloch energy loss, and the nuclear stopping power refers to the 

deceleration or scattering by the Coulomb/Rutherford mechanism.   

 The charged particles behave in a manner that is quite different in comparison to 

uncharged particle radiation.  Neutrons, being relatively massive uncharged particles, 

behave in a manner entirely different from the LCP and HCP.  Neutrons are able to 

transfer significant momentum to target nuclei kinematically, and when slowed down, 

they may be captured within a nucleus to yield new isotopes, which will affect their 

immediate surroundings via a number of different reaction or decay possibilities. 

3. Neutrons 

 Depending on their incident energy and the reaction cross sections, neutron 

interactions with nuclei can produce several types of secondary particle radiation, 

including protons, alphas, and heavier ions.  As a proton travels through its target 

material, it continuously interacts with the surrounding electrons, so the Bethe-Bloch 

energy loss equations describe the behavior quite well.  For 100 MeV protons stopping in 

tissue, nuclear reactions occur on the order of only a few percent.35 Since neutrons 

contain no electric charge, they mostly encounter empty space as they travel, with small 

concentrated areas of nuclear matter dispersed throughout with which they might interact.  

There are thus only two possibilities for the neutrons:  they can either react with a 

nucleus, or pass through without any interaction.35  The behavior of neutrons as 

secondary radiation may be inferred from studies of how artificial neutron beams interact 
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with matter, for which the absorption and moderation of neutrons is dictated by nuclear 

reactions as they travel within materials.  The attenuation of the initial neutron energy is 

caused by elastic and inelastic collisions with atoms.  Neutrons of various energies can be 

produced by specific nuclear reactions, but since neutrons are uncharged and can not be 

accelerated, energetic neutrons must first be produced and then slowed down to obtain 

lower energies if required for experiments.  The commonly-utilized reactions to produce 

neutrons generally have Q on the order of a few MeV, but there are in fact five energy 

designations for neutrons that might interact with a material, where E is the incident 

energy:   

-6

-3

Ultra-cold   E 10 eV

Cold           E 10 eV

Thermal      E  0.025 eV

Epithermal  E  1 eV

Slow           E 1 keV

Fast            E  100 keV - 10 MeV

≈

≈

≈

≈

≈

≈

 

 When a beam of neutrons passes through bulk matter, the intensity will be 

degraded due to nuclear reactions which serve to remove neutrons from the beam.  The 

neutrons will slow down and be moderated due to elastic and inelastic scattering 

processes with atoms, so as they are slowed, neutrons may be more likely to interact with 

a nucleus in the material.  For fast neutrons, there are many possible reactions to cause 

their disappearance from the beam, such as (n, p), (n, α), and (n, 2n).  Slow or thermal 

neutrons may disappear by capture, which would proceed in the form of the (n, γ) 

reaction. 

 The degradation in energy of a neutron beam can reasonably be described in the 

form of an exponential decay, which is similar to the description of intensity attenuation 

in gamma rays.  After traveling some distance x, the intensity of neutrons is given by 

I(x) = Ioe
-Nσx (x) 

Where Io is the incident intensity, N is the number of nuclei per unit volume, and σ is the 

specific reaction cross section. 
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 Neutrons represent a different case in comparison to the electromagnetic and 

particle radiation described in 6.A and 6.B, because the neutrons themselves do not ionize 

atoms directly as do gamma and charged particle radiation.  The neutrons first have to 

cause the production of secondary radiation by being absorbed, so the concept of 

KERMA is used, where KERMA refers to kinetic energy released in matter, and is 

defined as:35  

TRdE
K

dm
=  (x2) 

where dETR is the expectation value of the sum of all the kinetic energies of all the 

charged particles liberated by the uncharged neutrons in some mass dm of target material.  

Kerma and dose are measured in the same units (Gy, for example), except there is an 

important distinction:  kerma describes released energy of secondaries due to neutrons, 

while dose refers to the absorbed energy. 

 Specific pathways for neutron-induced reactions are available depending on the 

incident neutron energy.  The interaction probabilities are determined by the reaction Q 

values.  For exothermic reactions (Q > 0), the reaction or decay can occur at rest within 

the lab frame, so requires zero incident energy. The Q value for the elastic channel of 

interactions is taken to be zero.  In endothermic reactions (Q < 0), there is an energy 

threshold below which the reaction can not occur.  Examples of neutron-induced 

reactions with positive Q are 10B(n,α), and 14N(n,p), for which the Q values are 2.790 

MeV, 0.626 MeV respectively.  The fission of 235U may demonstrate Q values of up to 

200 MeV depending on the reaction channel.35  For +Q reactions, the general σ behavior 

shows 1/v dependence (v = neutron velocity) so σ generally decreases as v increases.  

With increasing energy, more reaction channels are possible, such as 12C(n,n’), for which 

the threshold is 4.44 MeV, and this value is slightly above the first excited state of 12C, at 

4.4391 MeV.35 

 For fast neutrons entering matter, the loss of energy proceeds by both elastic and 

inelastic scattering until the neutrons reach thermal equilibrium with the surrounding 

atoms.16    The energy loss is termed moderation, and if the neutron slows down enough 

and is thermalized, it may participate in a nuclear reaction.  There is also the possibility 
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of resonances, which allow neutron capture before attaining thermal energy.  In general, 

the moderation cross sections show a v-1 dependence so that most neutrons survive down 

to thermal energies, after which they are more easily captured.   

 For MeV neutrons, the moderation process may be treated non-relativistically by 

conservation laws, to find an approximate number of collisions that results in a certain 

degree of neutron energy attenuation.7,16  The number of collisions (n) to reach a certain 

level of energy reduction depends primarily on the mass number of the target nucleus, 

and is given by:7,16 

oE1
n ln

E '
=

ξ
   (42) 

where Eo is the original neutron energy, E’ is the energy after the collision, and the 

quantity ξ is given by:16 

2(A 1) A 1
1 ln

2A A 1

− − ξ = +  + 
 (43) 

where A is the mass number.  To see examples, the energy reduction term might be 

considered for an incident fast neutron at Eo = 10 MeV which is moderated to a value of 

E’ = 0.025 eV.  For normal hydrogen, ξ = 1, so n is roughly equal to 18.  For 12C, ξ = 

0.425, so this same level of neutron moderation is achieved after around 110 collisions.  

Equations 42 and 43 yield a decent approximation for neutrons up to a few tens of MeV, 

which are likely to be a large component in medium-energy GCR-induced nuclear 

fragmentation reactions.  Neutron moderation data for some differently-sized nuclei are 

given in Table IX.  Because of their ultimate nature as hadrons (or baryons), ultra-fast 

neutrons of hundreds of MeV, several GeV, and above have much more complicated and 

exotic particle effects which are beyond the scope of the present discussion.  
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Table IX. Neutron Moderation Properties for Several Nuclei.7 

Nucleus ξ N for thermalization 
1H 1.00 18 
2H 0.725 25 
4He 0.425 43 
12C 0.158 110 
238U 0.0084 2200 

 

The cross-sections for these capture reactions are the most important factor in selecting 

neutron-moderating materials, but many times the cross-sections feature resonances 

where σ is very large, such as 235U, which has a very large cross-section for the capture of 

thermal neutrons, and subsequently becomes fissionable.  Except for resonances, the 

cross sections decrease with increasing velocity in the form of v-1, so after being slowed 

by scattering, the nuclear absorption of a neutron becomes more likely.  A neutron that 

was incident at 1 MeV might be scattered so many times that its energy is reduced to the 

thermal regime, on the order of eV.  A neutron of just a few eV has a high probability of 

resonant or non-resonant absorption by many nuclei.  A captured neutron may lead to a 

stable nucleus in an excited state, such as the example of  

10 7B + n  Li *  + → α  (46)  

for which 7Li is left in an excited state (denoted as *) with an excess energy of 0.48 MeV. 

 There are three primary contributions to the absorbed dose in biological tissues 

due to incident neutrons-induced nuclear reactions.  The human body consists of about 

95% H, C, and O, so the σ data for n-interaction with these specific nuclei is most 

important for the determination of absorbed dose in tissue.  Other relevant nuclei are Ca, 

N, and O.  Roughly 50% of the dose due to incident neutrons (at several tens of MeV) is 

derived from proton recoils, or elastic scattering on hydrogen.  Around 35-40% comes 

from n-induced production of light ions such as p, 2H, 3H, 3He, and α particles.  The 

smallest contribution is from nuclear recoils due to elastic neutron scattering, which 

constitutes 10-15% of the occurring reactions.35 
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4. Radiation Quantities and Dosimetry 

 The study of radiation protection and dosimetry makes use of several quantities 

primarily derived from the charge induced in target materials by ionizing radiation, and 

the subsequent energy that is deposited in the material by the projectile.  Radiation 

researchers are concerned with five quantities, which are the charge (Q), activity (A), 

exposure (X), dose (D) and quality factor or weighting factor (QF or WR).  The five are 

summarized in Table X.  Charge may be thought of as a property of an object that enables 

it to interact with an electric field, but the total magnitude of charge developed in a 

sample indicates the degree of ionization induced by incoming radiation.  For the passage 

of X-ray and γ-ray photons through media, the photons interact many times through 

Compton scattering, the photoelectric effect, and pair production.  The free electrons 

created may be of high enough energy to further interact and produce ionization and 

additional electrons.  From the extent of ionization in a material, the exposure (X) is 

found, which is equal to the total electric charge (Q) on the ions produced in some mass 

of air (m). 

X=Q/m (47) 

which is given in Coulomb/kg in the SI system.  Charge may be specified in terms 

coulombs, or the traditional unit, known as the electrostatic unit (esu).  The charge on an 

electron (e) is  

e = 1.6 x 10-19 C = 4.80 x10-10 esu 

so 1 C = 3.00 x 109 esu.  Also of interest are the conversions between units of energy 

(eV, joules, ergs) where 1 joule (J) = 6.24 x 1018 eV, and 1 J = 1 x 107 ergs.  This gives 1 

eV = 1.602 x 10-12 erg.   

 The activity of a sample is the number of decays per second.  The original unit for 

activity, the Curie (Ci), refers to the rate of disintegration occurring in one gram of 

radium, 226Ra, which is an α emitter.  One curie is equal to 3.7 x 1010 decays/s.  The SI 

unit for activity is the Becquerel (Bq), which is equal to 1 decay/s.  This gives 

1 Bq = 2.7 x 10-11 Ci 
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 Exposure (X) is a measure of the magnitude of ionization in air.  The total 

magnitude of charge developed is taken to be related to the number of ion pairs generated 

per unit of material, so the SI unit would be charge/mass or C/kg.  It takes an energy of 

roughly 34 eV to create an ion (an electron-positron pair) in normal air at standard 

atmospheric pressure and 0° C.  The roentgen unit is the magnitude of ionization (in esu) 

that would be caused in a cm3 of air under standard conditions (0° C and 1 atm or 760 

mm Hg atmospheric pressure).  Familiarity with the roentgen unit is useful, though its use 

is now being discouraged in favor of the more standard C/kg of the SI system.  One cm3 

of air weighs 0.001293 g under standard conditions, so 

1 esu 773 esu
1 roentgen (R) = 

0.001293 g air g of air
=  

-12773 esu 1.6 x 10  C 1000 g
x x  =  

g of air esu 1 kg

-42.58 x 10  C
kg

 

We may now determine what effect an exposure of 1 R has on a kg of air 
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3

2.08 x 10  # 34 eV
1 R =  = 

cm ion
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3

7.08 x 10  eV
cm  of air

 

which results in approximately  

15 -6

3

1.61 x 10  # ions 1.293 x 10  kg
 x  = 

kg of air cm  of air

9

3

2.08 x 10  # ions
cm

 

and 1 R represents an energy deposition of  

9

3

2.08 x 10  # 34 eV
1 R =  = 

cm ion

  
  

  

10

3

7.08 x 10  eV
cm  of air

. 

So an exposure of 1 roentgen results in an energy absorption of 7.08 x 1010 eV per cm3 of 

air.  In air, one R is therefore equivalent to an energy absorption of 0.113 ergs per cm3, or 

88 erg per g. 
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 In general, the extent of ionization due to high energy radiation x- and γ-radiation 

will scale approximately linearly, so that 1 x 109 eV will yield roughly 

9
71  x 10 eV

= 2.94 x 10  ions 
34 eV/ion

  

which is almost negligible compared to the typical number of constituents per cm3 of 

common solid materials (generally on the order of 1022 for most solids). 

 Materials other than air exposed to ionizing radiation differ in their rate of energy 

absorption because of differences in density and other factors.  The standard for defining 

the energy absorption by ionization in different materials is the absorbed dose (D) of the 

material.  The dose is the quantity used to specify energy absorption in the target, which 

is reported as some quantity of energy per unit mass of material.  The commonly used 

unit is the rad (Radiation Absorbed Dose) which is equal to an energy absorption of 100 

ergs/g of material.  The SI unit for absorbed dose is the Gray (Gy) which is absorption of 

1 J/kg of material.  In terms of rads, 1 R = 0.88 rad in air, and 1 Gy = 100 rad.  

 The quality factor of the radiation indicates its relative biological effectiveness.  

The QF is an integer number that describes the differences in energy deposition per path 

length for different types of particulate or electromagnetic radiation.  In general, QF 

increases with the increasing mass of the incident particle.  The QF is analogous to what 

is commonly termed the weighting factor of the radiation, as defined by the 

recommendations of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP).36  

The Sievert (Sv) is the quantity for description of the biological effectiveness of incident 

radiation, and is equal to the absorbed dose multiplied by the quality factor of the 

radiation. 

 The effect of different kinds of radiation is the primary consideration in the 

determination of standards for radiation protection of people.  Some radiation deposit 

their energy over a very long path, so that relatively little is deposited over any small 

interval, perhaps 10 µm, or the size of a human cell.  β- and γ- rays are examples of this 

type.  Other radiation such as α particles or other HZE lose their energy more rapidly and 

deposit most of their energy over a very short path length.  In comparison, the probability 

of cell damage from 1 rad of α-radiation is much larger than the probability from 1 rad of 
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γ-radiation, so to quantify the differences, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is 

used.  RBE is defined as the ratio of the dose of a certain radiation to the dose of x-rays 

that produces the same biological effect.   

Table X. Radiation Quantities of Interest  

Quantity Measure of Traditional Unit SI Unit 

Charge (q) Number of liberated 
electrons 

Electrostatic unit 
(esu) 

Coulomb 

Activity (A) Decay rate Curie (Ci):  3.7 x 
1010 decays/s 

Becquerel (Bq):  
1 decay/s 

Exposure (X) Ionization in air Roentgen (r):  
Exposure yielding 
1 esu charge in 1 
cm3 air at 0° C 
and 760 mm Hg 
pressure 

Coulomb

kg
 

Absorbed Dose 
(D) 

Energy Absorption Rad (r):  100 erg/g 
of material  

Gray (Gy):  1 
J/kg 

Quality Factor 
(QF) 

Effect of radiation in 
comparison to gamma 
rays at same incident 
energy 

Energy / Unit path 
length 

unitless 

BE = D·QF Biological 
effectiveness 

Sievert (Sv) (J/kg)*QF 

 

 Values of RBE range from 1 for gamma rays and beta electrons, to about 20 for α 

particles and heavy nuclei.  The effect of γ and β radiation is thus nearly the same as the 

effects of x-ray irradiation, while the higher QF particles impart significantly higher dose 

than any electromagnetic irradiation sources.  The QF for neutrons is quite variable as 

shown in Table XI, ranging from 5 to 20, but even the thermal and low-energy neutrons 

produced in fragmentation present a troublesome scenario in radiation protection. 

 RBE is a difficult quantity to measure, so it is customary to work instead with 

what is known as the quality factor (QF) or weighting factor (WR) of the radiation, which 

have been calculated for a given type and energy of radiation according to the energy 

deposition per unit path length.  For radiation that shows relatively little energy 

deposition per unit path length (β, γ), QF is approximately equal to 1.  Radiation that 

deposits more energy per unit length (α, HZE) has QF approaching 20 
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Table XI. Quality Factors (Weighting Factors) for Photon and Particle Radiation.36 

Radiation Weighting Factor 
(or Quality Factor) 
[QF / WR] 

Photons 1 
Electrons and muons 1 

Protons with E > 2 MeV (other than recoil 
protons) 

2 

α particles, fission fragments, heavy nuclei 20 
π mesons 1-5 
Neutrons 

< 10 keV 5 
10 keV < E < 100 keV 10 
100 keV < E < 2 MeV 20 
2 MeV < E < 20 MeV 10 
E > 20 MeV 5 

 

 The energetic radiation discussed above has important consequences for 

biological systems and tissues, including but not limited to the disruption and 

fragmentation of DNA molecules, ionization of tissues, and severe neurological effects in 

more complicated organisms.  The effects of energetic proton irradiation are generally 

not deemed to be lethal, but exposure to energetic heavy ions causes severe deficits in 

neurochemistry, learning behaviors, and memory.19 

 The preceeding discussion has focused on acquainting the reader with sufficient 

background information to realize that the shielding of space travelers is an extremely-

challenging task.  Only a few of the possible nuclear interactions have truly been 

considered within the following simulated irradiation data.  The focus here is on three 

primary concepts:  1) The generation and emission of energetic gamma and neutron 

radiation from targets hit with MeV incident energy, 2) emitted radiation due to the more 

energetic GeV incident radiation, and 3) the state that the targets are left in after 

irradiation:  the relative amounts of radioactive nuclei per unit volume, their identities, 

and the mechanisms of decay.  The irradiation simulation and property data of the 

composites is considered relative to pure LDPE, which is currently the best candidate for 

this type of shielding material. 
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 Irradiation experiments were performed via simulation of materials and radiation 

interactions within the physics framework of two different Monte Carlo particle-transport 

codes.  The two programs were the MCNPX transport code used by Z. Shayer,37 and 

FLUKA code,17,18 which was used by the author.  The MCNPX software has fewer 

available options and is less familiar to the author, so more information on FLUKA is 

included here.  The MCNPX code offers slightly more accurate cross-sectional data at 

low and medium incident energies (below 1 GeV/nucleon), while FLUKA is typically 

more accurate in the high-energy regime (≥ 1 GeV/nucleon).  A third software package, 

LISE,38  was used to estimate the mean ranges of protons and some nuclei in some 

elemental targets and also in low-density polyethylene.  The FLUKA software is used by 

NASA, CERN, and other researchers, and has many applications, including:  simulated 

high energy physics experiments, shielding design, detector and telescope design, cosmic 

ray studies, dosimetry, and medical physics or radiobiology.  The FLUKA software is for 

UNIX/LINUX platforms, and is available for free download at www.fluka.org.17,18  Many 

of the elements and materials of interest may be modeled in such transport codes, 

including the LDPE and glass of interest here.  FLUKA also differentiates between 

isotopes and includes the different reaction cross-sections for most nuclei, which allows 

the construction of isotopically-enriched target materials in the simulation.  However, 

isotope enrichment was not considered in this work, because the bulk composite 

materials are meant to be prepared without difficulty and as inexpensively as possible. 

A. Solar Protons in MCNPX 

 The fabricated composite materials were slightly different than what was 

originally intended, and featured LDPE which contained two types of glass particles.  In 

Li2O-Al2O3-B2O3 glasses it is possible to achieve a range of viscosity-temperature 

behavior by varying the Li2O/Al2O3 ratio, but it was not possible to form significant 

yields of lithium alumino borate HGM.  The focus was then shifted to using commercial 

silicate HGM for lightweighting, along with solid glass microspheres (SGM) of 20Li2O-
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10Al2O3-70B2O3 (mole %) to test the possibility of neutron capture in the simulated 

irradiation.  This glass was chosen because it exhibits good chemical durability and a 

relatively-low linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of ≤ 7 x 10-6 K-1 up to 110° 

C, which is the LDPE processing temperature.  For secondary neutron (n) and gamma (γ) 

radiation, there were six pieces of data recorded:  1) n generated per incident primary, 2) 

γ generated per incident primary, 3) n transmitted per incident primary, 4) γ transmitted 

per incident primary, 4) the transmitted γ spectrum, and 6) the transmitted n spectrum.  

All measurements were made relative to 100% pure LDPE without any glass particle 

additions, and plotted against increasing SGM content.  The total γ and n fluence 

resulting from the 106 incident proton events has been averaged over the number of 

events to yield an estimation of the quantitative effect that each proton has on its target.  

The data is given as an estimated number of secondary photons or particles per incident 

primary. 

 Proton irradiation simulation was also performed on a binary 33Li2O-67B2O3 

(mole %) glass to afford a comparison of the difference in n and γ transmission between 

the two glass compositions.  To experimentally determine some physical properties (mass 

density, molar volume, and number of ions per unit volume or unit mass) for the two 

simulated glass compositions and the composites, 20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 and 33Li2O-

67B2O3 were made in the laboratory by traditional melting of high purity Li2CO3, Al2O3, 

and H3BO3.  Batches were melted in a 90Pt-10Rh at 1000° C for exactly 1 hour, after 

which the bottom of the crucible was quenched in room temperature water at 22° C.  The 

crucible containing the sample was then set on a refractory brick and allowed to cool to 

room temperature, after which the glasses were annealed at their respective glass 

transition temperatures for ½ hour.  Density measurements were obtained by the 

Archimedes method using kerosene as the immersion fluid.  Property data is shown in 

Table XII. 
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Table XII.   Property Data for Fabricated SGM and Commercial HGM Glass.  Only the 
approximate composition of the HGM glass is given, and the mass density 
used for the calculation is that of pure SiO2 glass (2.20 g/cm3).  

    (x1022)/cm3 
Glass Composition FW 

(g/mol) 
ρ  
(g/cm3) 

Aρ*N
FW

 

(#x1022/cm3) 

# Li # B  # Al # O  

SGM glass 

20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 64.906 2.135 ± 
0.001 

1.98 0.79 2.77 0.40 5.15 

33Li2O-67B2O3 56.506 2.263 ± 
0.002 

2.41 1.59 3.23 ------- 5.64 

    #B #P # Si  # O  
HGM glass (approximate) 
*96B2O3-3B2O3-1P2O5 61.19 *2.20 ± 

0.002 
2.16 1.30 4.32 

x10-2 
2.07 4.45 

 

 The organization of simulated composite samples is shown in Table XIII and 

Table XIV.  All composites were 90% LDPE by volume, with the remaining 10% 

consisting of a mix of the solid and hollow glass spheres.  The quantity of HGM was 

varied from 5-10 volume %, and the quantity of SGM was varied from 0-5%.  The 

different composites are denoted as Xs where X is the volume percent of solid glass 

spheres, so examples would be as follows:  0s consists of 90% LDPE and has only 10 

vol% HGM, while 5s has 90% LDPE, 5 vol% HGM, and 5 vol% SGM. 
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Table XIII.  Composition of Simulated Composite Target Materials 

 Vol.  Vol.  Vol.     Mass of Mass of  

Composite 

Designation 

Fn. 
Ρ 

(LDPE) 
Fn.  Fn. 

ρ 

(SGM) 
ρc (theo) ρc (actual) MASS 

HGM 

(g) 

SGM (g) 

LDPE g/cm3 HGM ρ (HGM) SGM g/cm3 g/cm3 g/cm3 
LDPE 

(g) 

  

0s 0.90 0.9245 0.10 0.20 0 2.135 0.852 0.8520 41.603 1.0 0 

1s 0.90 0.9245 0.09 0.20 0.01 2.135 0.871 0.8714 41.603 0.9 1.068 

2s 0.90 0.9245 0.08 0.20 0.02 2.135 0.891 0.8907 41.603 0.8 2.135 

3s 0.90 0.9245 0.07 0.20 0.03 2.135 0.910 0.9101 41.603 0.7 3.203 

4s 0.90 0.9245 0.06 0.20 0.04 2.135 0.929 0.9294 41.603 0.6 4.270 

5s 0.90 0.9245 0.05 0.20 0.05 2.135 0.949 0.9488 41.603 0.5 5.338 
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Table XIV.  Carbon, Hydrogen, and Ion Content of Composite Samples  

 Totals from 
LDPE (x1022) 

Totals From SGM Glass (x1022) Totals From HGM Glass (x1022) 

Material # H # C # Li  # Al  # B  # O  # B # P # Si # O 

LDPE 400.50 200.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0s 400.50 200.25 0 0  0  0 6.50 0.22 10.35 22.25 

1s 400.50 200.25 0.40 1.10 0.20 2.58 5.85 0.19 9.32 20.03 

2s 400.50 200.25 0.79 2.19 0.40 5.15 5.20 0.17 8.28 17.80 

3s 400.50 200.25 1.19 3.29 0.59 7.73 4.55 0.15 7.25 15.58 

4s 400.50 200.25 1.58 4.39 0.79 10.30 3.90 0.13 6.21 13.35 

5s 400.50 200.25 1.98 5.49 0.99 12.88 3.25 0.11 5.18 11.13 
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Table XV. Percentage of C, H, and Inorganic Ions Based on the Total Number of Ions 
or Atoms in the Simulated Composites. 

 

Material 
% H  % C % Li % Al % B % P % Si % O 

LDPE 67.00 33.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0s 62.57 31.29 0 0 1.016 3.37 x10-2 1.617 3.476 

1s 62.54 31.27 0.062 0.031 1.085 3.04 x10-2 1.455 3.529 

2s 62.50 31.25 0.124 0.062 1.154 2.70 x10-2 1.292 3.582 

3s 62.47 31.24 0.185 0.093 1.223 2.36 x10-2 1.130 3.635 

4s 62.44 31.22 0.247 0.123 1.292 2.02 x10-2 0.968 3.687 

5s 62.41 31.20 0.309 0.154 1.361 1.68 x10-2 0.806 3.740 

 

 Irradiation was simulated on composite material targets using solar protons as the 

incident primaries.  The composite materials were simulated to be homogeneous mixtures 

which contain 90% LDPE and 10% glass particles by volume.  The compositional 

differences among the samples are also shown in Table XIII.  The solar proton energy 

spectrum was approximated as shown in Figure 23, for which the incident energies are 

characteristic of those used for interplanetary space mission analysis.  The irradiation 

consisted of 106 events, with the peak of the energy distribution at 1 GeV/proton.  The 

largest fraction of the protons, perhaps between 102 and 105 events, have incident 

energies below 100 MeV, there are between one and ten events at 600 MeV, and there are 

few events that take place at incident energies above 800 MeV.  The gammas and 

neutrons produced per primary were detected, as were the fluence of both species 

transmitted through the simulated shield.  
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Figure 23. Simulated MCNPX Solar Proton Spectrum. 

B. GeV Proton and Heavy Ion Bombardment in FLUKA 

 Two types of experiments were performed in FLUKA on elemental targets and 

LDPE:  GeV proton irradiation and bombardment with 12C at 1 GeV/nucleon to gauge 

heavy ion effects.  Use of FLUKA enables the simulation of various materials, 

geometries, and particles.  All that is required to run the simulation is the construction of 

a specifically-formatted input file, but the extraction of data is more involved, and 

requires the use of specific FORTRAN modules which must be compiled and linked by 

the user.  An advantage of using FLUKA is the heavy-ion module (DPMJET III), which 

allows the simulation of heavy ions as incident primaries, such as 12C, 56Fe, and 238U, and 

the relevant interaction physics.   

 The list of elements, nuclei, and isotopes available in FLUKA is quite extensive.  

Compounds can be specified by the user according to the fractions of various elements 

within the material and some of the known physical properties.  The user-specified 
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compounds are constructed using the mass, volume, or atomic fractions of each element 

in the material, along with the mass density, or the user may employ several pre-defined 

compounds, such as polyethylene (CH2), which was used in this work. 

1. Proton Irradiation and 12C Bombardment 

 Proton bombardment was simulated on natural beryllium, aluminum, and tungsten 

targets, as well as LDPE.  The Be, Al, and W targets were chosen because they represent 

materials of low, medium, and very high Z, respectively, and also because meson 

production is consistent from Be and Al, which are used as meson “factories” in 

accelerator experiments.  For LDPE, the average ZLDPE = 2.65, which is less than ZBe = 4, 

and much less than ZW = 74.  Within and around target materials, the effect of Z on the 

magnitude of meson production was observed by comparison of LDPE with the different 

elemental targets.  The experimental geometry is shown in Figure 24.  The incident 

proton energy was 1 GeV/nucleon, and the number of events incident on the target was 

105.  The charged pion fluence was estimated through a two-dimensional vertical 

projection of the target and the surrounding area, with the fluence being recorded as 

cm/cm3-primary.   The targets themselves were designed to be detectors in the 

simulation, with the energy deposition being binned in the entire volume of the target, 

and the fluence being binned in the area around the target in the x-y plane, and also in the 

100 cm2 area directly behind the target. Two-dimensional projections of the fluence and 

deposited energy were converted into three-dimensional projections using the ImajeJ 

software algorithm for grayscale images.39  Estimates of dose average LET were obtained 

by simply dividing the magnitude of energy deposition by the thickness of the target.  

 The second type of experiment was the irradiation of LDPE with 12C nuclei at an 

energy of 1 GeV/nucleon, which was also carried out for 105 events.  For the heavy ion 

bombardment, the number of nuclear fragments generated in the material was found from 

the usrsuw user routine.  The geometrical coordinates for FLUKA input files are given as 

(+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, -Z).  The target is a rectangular parallelepiped centered at the origin 

and has dimensions of (+10, -10, +10, -10, +1.0, -1.0) cm.  At its boundaries, the target is 

surrounded by large vacuum and black hole regions so any secondaries which escape 

outside the desired region of binning are discarded.  The coordinates for vacuum and 
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neutron spectra were also found by MCNPX, which then allows the determination of 

which nuclear excited states are responsible for the gamma emission by de

Irradiation geometry used in both MCNPX and FLUKA.
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III.  RESULTS 

A. Effects of Primary Protons 

 The effects of proton irradiation on composite materials in MCNPX have been 

compared with the effects that the same primary radiation would have on pure LDPE.  

The chief result of this study is that alteration of pure LDPE shows a decrease in 

shielding effectiveness as any particles of moderate- to high-Z are added.  The addition of 

components that feature atoms above Z=1 is in fact deleterious to overall shielding 

properties.  The presence of glass particles produces neutrons and offers no benefit in 

their attenuation, while the various nuclei within the glass particles are susceptible to 

excitation, with the excited states most likely to decay by gamma ray transitions.  Any 

mass-reduction benefit that was hoped for with the use of hollow spheres is negated by 

the presence of heavier nuclei such as Al and Si in the glass, as well as a reduction in the 

hydrogen density of the bulk material to levels below what is desired.  The study was also 

performed with a rather low aerial density of material, as the composite shields were only 

2 cm thick.  Thin shields would be cheapest and easiest to deploy, but they would not 

work as well as thick polyethylene plates or tanks of water, for example. 

1. Secondary Gamma and Neutron Radiation 

 Solar Proton irradiation of LDPE and Composites shows the generation of 

significant gamma and neutron generation per incident primary on the composite 

materials relative to pure LDPE, with the presence of aluminum being conducive to the 

production and emission of gamma rays within and behind the target.  The effects of 

increasing the fraction of solid glass particles are shown in Figure 25 for simulated 

20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 glass composites.  There is a continuous increase in the 

production of gamma rays and neutrons as the volume fraction of glass particles is 

increased.  There does appear to be a slight decrease in gamma production at around 3 

volume % glass particles, which is the 3s lot of materials. It may be possible that there is 

some attenuation of gammas by the SGM for this thickness of composite, but it seems 
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that any addition, even the 0s lot with no SGM, are not as effective shields as pure LDPE 

alone. 

 

Figure 25. Secondary gammas and neutrons produced for 20Li2O-10Al2O3-
70B2O3 composite materials relative to pure LDPE. 

 The results for the glass-containing composites are presented with regard to what 

might be expected for a pure, hydrogen-dense material such as LDPE.  The vertical axis 

of Figure 26 is of note since it shows the produced and transmitted secondaries relative to 

pure LDPE.  The 0s composites are at 0.00 volume fraction SGM, but they produce 

slightly more secondary radiation when compared to pure LDPE.  There are about 1.01 

times more neutrons produced and 1.07 times more gammas generated for the 0s HGM-

only composites in comparison to pure LDPE.  The addition of any SGM, starting with 

the 1s material, increases the effective secondary radiation.  However, it should be noted 

that even at 5 vol% SGM, the maximum resulting radiation is only around 1.25 times the 

neutrons, and about 1.15 times the gammas generated by pure LDPE in proton 

bombardment.  The comparison of the plotted data with what is expected for pure LDPE 

seems to indicate that one can expect some amount of secondary radiation in the form of 

gamma rays or neutrons to be generated by proton bombardment of shields made of 
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LDPE with no other elements added.  The generation of secondary radiation is generally 

as expected from nuclear and radiation theory, so an indicator of the simulated material’s 

effectiveness is the radiation flux that is experienced behind the shield.  Most of the 

secondary gamma and neutron radiation that is produced is likely to exit a thin shield, 

such as the 2 cm thick plates of this study. 

 The generated secondary gamma and neutron radiation is also transmitted through 

the 2 cm thick shields within this simulation data.    Figure 26 shows only a slight 

difference between the transmitted fluence in comparison to the gammas and neutrons 

produced in Figure 25; the maximum for transmitted neutrons behind 5s is about 1.20 

times what is expected for LDPE, and the transmission of gammas is about 1.15 times 

greater for 5s.  The gamma rays experienced behind the shield increase as the volume 

fraction of Li2O-Al2O3-B2O3 glass particles increases, though any minimum at 3 vol% 

SGM is less pronounced than what is seen in Figure 25.    

 

Figure 26. Secondary neutrons and gammas transmitted through 2 cm of 20Li2O-
10Al2O3-70B2O3 composite shielding. 

 Another comparison of shielding effectiveness was afforded by repetition of the 

same experiments using a simulated binary lithium borate glass without any aluminum.  

This was done in an attempt to reduce the magnitude of generated gammas, as well as 
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seeing if the original goals of neutron capture were achievable by having the natural 

concentrations of 6Li and 10B in the simulated glass.  Besides the 20Li2O-10Al2O3-

70B2O3 glass used in the simulation and making the composites, another homogeneous 

LDPE composite was simulated using SGM of binary 33Li2O-67B2O3 glass composition, 

as this is deemed to be one of the more durable binary lithium borate compositions.22  It 

was hoped that the effect of aluminum on producing specifically γ or n might be 

determined by separately comparing the magnitude of secondaries produced by the 

binary and ternary glasses.  For the binary and ternary glasses, the relative gamma ray 

transmission is seen in Figure 27, while the relative neutron transmission is shown in 

Figure 28.  The gamma transmission data shows that 1 volume % binary SGM appears to 

cause a minimum in gamma transmission.  Though the gammas transmitted increase 

monotonically with further binary SGM addition, the maximum for the 5s material is still 

about the same as what is expected for pure LDPE.  The minimum and gradual increase 

of gamma radiation appears to indicate that perhaps the lithium or boron in the glass offer 

some degree of gamma ray attenuation, since increasing the amount of the Al-containing 

glass only serves to increase the amount of gamma radiation.  The potential benefits as 

radiation shields have not been quantified.  

 It was hoped that the use of lithium and boron would reduce the transmitted 

neutron flux, but the data do not appear to show any advantages in the use of natural Li 

and B in the simulated composites.  A comparison of the transmitted neutron flux for the 

binary and ternary glass composites relative to pure LDPE is shown in Figure 28.  It is 

again evident that the effect of aluminum is most disadvantageous, as the amount of 

transmitted neutrons increases with increased 20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 SGM to about 

1.20 times that of LDPE for the 5s materials. 
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Figure 27. Relative gamma ray transmission per primary for simulated 
composite materials containing lithium borate or lithium alumino 
borate glasses. 

 

Figure 28. Relative neutron transmission per primary for simulated composite 
materials containing lithium borate or lithium alumino borate glasses. 
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 The presence of 33Li2O-67B2O3 also serves to increase the neutron fluence 

behind the shield, though to a lesser degree than for the composites containing the ternary 

glass.  The maximum amount of neutrons is seen for the 5 volume % binary glass 

composite, which is roughly 1.10 times what would be detected for LDPE in the 

simulation.  The 33Li2O-67B2O3 glass composite does show less neutrons transmitted per 

primary in comparison to 20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 glass, but it can not be said that any 

of the lithium or boron in either glass serves to moderate or attenuate secondary neutrons; 

the transmitted neutron flux only increases when elements other than C and H are present 

in polyethylene.  It would also appear that the presence of 27Al dominates the gamma 

production, and leads to more neutrons behind the simulated shields. 

2. Secondary Radiation 

 The gamma and neutron fluence spectra are useful as a guide to the radiation field 

one might experience behind common shielding materials.  The neutrons are the result of 

fragmentation, but the specific reactions responsible for the neutron fluence can not be 

determined.  The gamma fluence spectrum allows the resolution of specific gamma rays 

emissions, as well as the excited nuclear states responsible for them.  The gamma 

transmission data of Figure 27 for binary Vs. ternary glasses gives some indication that 

the source of most of the gamma rays are in fact the Al nuclei, since the binary glass with 

only Li and B does not show the same rapidly-increasing secondary transmission up to 5 

vol% SGM addition. 

 Proton bombardment causes transmission of a great deal of energetic gamma and 

neutron secondary radiation behind the 2 cm thickness of the simulated shielding 

materials.  The gamma ray spectrum generated for MCNPX shows prominent gamma de-

excitations due to excited states of the 27Al nucleus.  The gamma ray spectrum is given in 

Figure 29, along with the energy of the prominent gamma ray de-excitation peaks.  This 

gamma spectrum has emission components ranging from 1.05 MeV to almost 8 MeV in 

energy, and features a strong emission of 4.73 MeV that dominates the spectrum.  The 

MCNPX simulation results show that the addition of heavier nuclei to a target material 

generates significant gamma and neutron flux behind the target. 
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 The gamma spectrum consists mostly of transitions that are due to excited states 

of aluminum.  The composite materials contain large percentages of the other elements 

Li, B, O, and Si, but the gamma emissions shown in Figure 29 are not characteristic of 

the energy levels or the common de-excitation transitions in those elements.  It is possible 

that other nuclei are excited, but their contribution is not noticeable in the gamma 

spectrum.  This simulation data offers qualitative understanding of the gamma de-

excitation process, but a more in-depth analysis would have to consider all of the possible 

gamma radiation that might result from excited states in Li, B, O, Si, and their isotopes.  

There are many prospective outcomes based on the irradiation, but it may be seen that 

there are not only a few excited Al states at low energy, but there is a fairly continuous 

background of gamma de-excitation, with emitted radiation reaching up to 10 MeV in 

energy.  The processes occurring in the simulated bombardment lead to 27Al reaching 

levels up to 10 MeV above the ground state.  Some of the excited states and gamma 

emissions are shown in Figure 29, but this figure is by no means complete. 

 

Figure 29. Gamma ray spectrum behind composites containing lithium alumino 
borate glass.  
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Figure 30. 27Al Excited states and prominent gamma ray emission. 

 It is difficult to pinpoint the exact source of the neutron fluence behind the targets, 

but one can expect a fairly continuous background of secondary neutrons to be generated 

within and transmitted through the composites of this study.  However, the majority of 

neutrons are of fairly low energy, perhaps ≤ 1.0 MeV, mostly of the thermal and 

epithermal regime.  The integrated neutron fluence is shown in Figure 31 as the estimated 

neutrons generated per primary (neutrons/pr), with the fraction being relevant to the 105 

incident primaries.  The number of neutrons is off-scale for secondary particles of  ≤ 1.0 

MeV, which shows that there are many target nuclei that are being fragmented, and that 

the majority of fragmentation neutrons are of much less energy than the incident 

primaries.  There appears to be roughly one neutron produced per hundred primaries for 

the range ≥ 1.0 MeV.  It is not possible to determine the spectrum of secondary neutrons 

from 0 to 1.0 MeV, but it can be assumed that a great number of thermal and epithermal 

neutrons are produced by fragmentation.  Above approximately 1.0 MeV, the fraction of 
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neutrons per primary is reduced to around 0.05, a value which is fairly constant over the 

interval between 1.0 and 10.0 MeV.   The low fraction in the 1 to 10 MeV regime results 

in around 5,000 secondary neutrons going through the shield for every 100,000 primary 

proton events.   

 

Figure 31. Neutron spectrum behind composites containing lithium alumino 
borate glass particles. 
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extent of charged pion production and transport through the targets was estimated by 

binning the charged pion fluence within the volume of the target, and around the target.  

Also included were the x-y plane around the target, the two-dimensional within the 

targets, and the area directly behind the target.    

 For the generated pions, deposited energy was estimated by the software with the 

interaction cross sections for these mesons with the nuclei and atoms of the four different 

target materials.  Particle fluence is defined as the number of particles traversing a unit 

area at a certain point in space in a unit period of time, which is often given in units of 

cm-2.  What was recorded in FLUKA is in terms of #-cm/cm3-primary, as shown in 

Figures 32-38.  The charged particle fluence (π
± only) as a result of heavy nuclei 

bombardment is similar for all materials tested, though increases slightly with higher Z 

target materials, and the magnitude of energy deposition is lowest for LDPE.  The fluence 

is significant within the target area, for both elemental targets and LDPE.   

 The magnitude of energy deposition due to charged pions has been tracked, with 

results as expected for nucleon-nucleon interactions at about 1 GeV/nucleon.  The 

production threshold for π+,  π-, and π0 is 1 GeV, below which no pions are seen in the 

simulation.  The generation and energy density of charged pions is largest at the center of 

all targets, at the point of the beam spot and behind.  The value is the same, about 10-3, 

for all elements and LDPE, and drops off by a factor of 5 within a few cm.  Be and W 

show a similar pattern.  The meson tracks are clearly seen in the images on the left-hand 

side of the figures.  The magnitude scale of the fluence extends from 10-4 to about 10-7 

#/cm2•primary for the elemental targets Be, Al, and W, but extends much lower, from 10-

4 to 10-9 #/cm2•primary for simulated polyethylene.  The meson tracks also show a 

slightly reduced scale for the LDPE in comparison to the pure elements:  the scale 

extends from 10-5 to 10-10 for simulated LDPE, whereas it spans from 10-4 to 10-10 for Be, 

Al, and W.  The number of mesons generated in and propagating away from LDPE is 

reduced by roughly one order of magnitude compared to simulated pure elements. 

 There is a slightly larger magnitude of pion fluence through the entire target for 

pure elementals in comparison to LDPE.   The tracks show how the pions may propagate 

through the four materials, and some of them may reach a distance of about half a meter 

away from the target.  It is not possible to determine exactly what is occurring at the dark 
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areas in the center of the irradiation geometry, except that the pion fluence is at a 

maximum in this vicinity.  It is also necessary to remember that the vacuum and black 

hole regions outside the target discard any escaping particles, so it can not be determined 

from the this data how far each particular track-generating meson travels.  It is also not 

possible to tell if any of the propagating mesons are captured to form stars from the 

meson track and fluence plots.  Also of note is that the neutral pi-mesons (π0) have not 

been tracked.  It is likely that nearly equal numbers of π+, π-, and π0 are produced in such 

proton bombardment, but the radically different lifetimes of π± and π0 would be the 

governing factor in how far any individual meson travels, and its appearance within such 

simulations. 

 

Figure 32. Charged pion fluence in and around Be target. 

III 
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Figure 33. Three-dimensional representation of charged meson track density in 
and Around Beryllium target. 

 

Figure 34. Charged pion fluence in and around Al target. 
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Figure 35. Three-dimensional representation of charged meson track density in 
and Around Aluminum target. 

 

 

Figure 36. Charged pion fluence in and around W target. 
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Figure 37. Three-dimensional representation of charged meson track density in 
W target. 

 

Figure 38. Charged pion fluence in and around LDPE target. 
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Figure 39. Three-dimensional reprentation of charged meson track density in 
LDPE target. 

B. Deposited Energy 

 The deposited energy in the targets is due primarily to the cascades generated 

within the material after being struck by GeV proton events.  The magnitude of the 

energy deposition is on the order of 105 eV per incident primary.  As expected, the 

maximum energy deposition occurs at the center of each of the targets at the location 

where the particles are incident., so it is evident that the primary protons themselves are 

able to deposit a great deal of energy within the target.  The magnitude of energy 

deposition gradually falls off when moving away from the center of the elemental targets, 

but the behavior is quite different for the LDPE sample. 

 All targets experience a maximum energy deposition of 10-4 GeV per cm3 per 

primary proton at the center of the sample, which gradually falls off to a minimum of 10-7 

GeV per cm3 per primary at the edges of the target.  The estimated maximum in absorbed 

energy is roughly 105 eV per primary particle per cm3 of material, which results in a total 

of approximately 1010 eV/cm3 deposited at the center of the target for the duration of the 
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simulated proton bombardment.  Near the boundaries of the target, the estimated 

minimum deposition is around 102 eV per primary particle per cm3 of material, which 

results in a total of about 107 eV/cm3 deposited at the edges of the target.  The two- and 

three-dimensional projections of the energy deposition are shown in Figures 38-45.     

 The two- and three-dimensional projections for the elemental targets (Be, Al, W) 

all display very similar behavior with regard to the magnitude and distribution of the 

energy deposition, but the projections for LDPE are quite different in the magnitude and 

location of the accumulated energy.  The two- and three-dimensional projections for the 

Be target are respectively seen in Figure 40Figure 41.  The magnitude of energy 

deposition falls from 10-4 to about 10-5 within a radius of 2 cm from the center of the 

target, but the deposited energy remains above 10-5 GeV/cm3-primary for the majority of 

the target’s volume.  Only at distances greater than or equal to 5 cm from the center does 

the deposited energy fall to below 10-5 GeV/cm3.   

 

Figure 40. Two-dimensional projection of energy deposition in beryllium target. 
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Figure 41. Representation of deposited energy density in Beryllium target. 

 For the aluminum target, the projections for deposited energy are displayed in 

Figure 42 and Figure 43.  This data shows almost the same trend in comparison to the 

beryllium target:  the energy deposition falls from the maximum of 10-4 to 10-5 within a 

radius of 2 cm away from the center, but the deposition remains above 10-5 GeV/cm3-

primary for the majority of the area in Figure 42, and the entire target volume, as shown 

in Figure 43. 
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Figure 42. Two-dimensional projection of energy deposited in aluminum target. 

 

Figure 43. Representation of Deposited Energy in Aluminum target. 
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approaching a distance of 1 or 2 cm from the target’s edges does the deposition start to 

fall below 10-6 GeV/cm3-primary. 

 

 

Figure 44. Two-dimensional projection of energy deposited in tungsten target. 

 

Figure 45. Three-dimensional view of energy deposition in W target. 
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 The energy deposition data for the LDPE target is very different in comparison to 

the elemental samples.  As seen in the elemental targets, the deposited energy reaches the 

same maximum of 10-4 GeV/cm3-primary at the center of the LDPE plate, but the 

magnitude of energy deposition falls off very rapidly to 10-7 within 2-3 cm from the 

center.  It is very evident that, subject to the same experimental conditions, there is a 

much lesser magnitude of total energy deposited in the LDPE samples.  Due to the 

accumulation of deposited energy near the center of the LDPE target and the deposition 

being almost negligible everywhere else, it also appears that the extent of cascade 

generation (and the subsequent energy deposited from the cascades) is also much less in 

the case of LDPE when compared to all elemental samples.  This observation is of 

particular importance, since the use of Be, Al, and W targets allows comparisons of 

LDPE with nuclei for which Z is:  1) less than Zeff of LDPE (beryllium), 2) larger than 

Zeff of LDPE (aluminum), and 3) many times greater than Zeff for LDPE (tungsten). 

 

Figure 46. Two-dimensional projection of energy deposition in LDPE target. 
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Figure 47. Three dimensional projection of energy deposition in LDPE target. 

1. Range Estimates 

 The ranges of H, He, C, and Fe nuclei were estimated in Be, Al, W, and LDPE for 

incident energies from 0 to 3.0 GeV/nucleon.  The general behavior is consistent:  1) the 

smaller the projectile nucleus, the higher the range in all simulated materials at all 

incident energies, and 2) the higher the electron density in the target material, the shorter 

the resulting range for any incident particle.  The difference between the ranges of 1H and 
4He is very slight, and can not be distinguished in the plots shown.  The range of the four 

nuclei on beryllium are shown in Figure 48, the range within aluminum is shown in 

Figure 49.  The range within tungsten, which contains the highest electron density, is 

shown in Figure 50, while the range within LDPE, which has the lowest electron density, 

is shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 48. Range estimates up to 3.0 GeV/u for heavy particles on beryllium. 

 

Figure 49. Range estimates up to 3.0 Gev/u for heavy particles on aluminum. 
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Figure 50. Ranges estimates up to 3.0 GeV/u for heavy charged particles on 
tungsten. 

 

Figure 51. Range estimates up to 3.0 GeV/u for heavy charged particles on 
LDPE. 
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 The mean ranges were displayed as mm of penetration depth to aid in the 

visualization of effects due to particle size and electron density of the targets.  The 

estimated penetration depths for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe on beryllium are shown in Figure 52.  

Protons have by far the largest mean penetration depth, reaching over 0.9 m at 3.0 GeV, 

while C penetrates roughly 0.3 m at the same energy, and Fe reaches less than 0.1 m.  At 

the energy most relevant to GCR, 1.0 GeV/u, protons reach approximately 0.2 m, C 

moves to about 0.08 m, and Fe is stopped at distances of less than 25 mm. 

 

Figure 52. Average penetration depth for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe in beryllium. 

 The estimated penetration depths for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe on aluminum are shown in 

Figure 53.  The overall shift to lower penetration depths in comparison to beryllium is 

immediately evident, with protons reaching almost exactly 0.6 m at 3.0 GeV/u, C 

reaching a maximum of 0.2 m, and Fe attaining a penetration depth of roughly 50 mm.  

At 1.0 GeV/u, H travels about 0.175 m, C goes to about 50 mm, and Fe moves to a depth 

of 10-20 mm. 
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 Tungsten displays significant stopping power for the incident ions in question.  

The penetration depths are shown in Figure 54.  H reaches an average depth of ca. 0.15 m 

at 3.0 GeV/u incidence, C requires a stopping distance of < 50 mm, and Fe at 3.0 GeV/u 

traverses about 10-15 mm of material.  With an incident energy of 1.0 GeV/u, a proton on 

average travels around 10-20 mm, while C and Fe both behave in a similar fashion, both 

reaching an average penetration depth of ca. 5-10 mm. 

 

Figure 53. Average penetration depth for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe in aluminum. 

 LDPE allows the highest ranges for all nuclei, as shown in Figure 55.  The 

penetration depth for protons at 3.00 GeV/u is around 1.25 m, C reaches 0.425 m, and Fe 

has a range of slightly over 0.1 m at this energy.  At 1.0 GeV/u, H travels around 0.5 m, 

C travels 0.1 m, and Fe travels about 20-25 mm. 
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Figure 54. Average penetration depth for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe in tungsten. 

 

Figure 55. Average penetration depth for 1H, 12C, and 56Fe in LDPE. 
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2. Heavy Nuclei 

i. 12C Irradiation of LDPE Target - Fragmentation 

 Only some of the possible effects of proton irradiation have been measured here, 

but the effects of heavier nuclei as primaries are nearly the same, they just occur to a 

larger extent.  The irradiation of target materials by heavy ions will cause a larger 

magnitude of all of the same effects:  ionization throughout and adjacent to their path 

length, radiation fluence from nucleons and gamma rays, fragmentation of the primary 

and target nuclei, emission of bremsstrahlung radiation, and production of charged π-

mesons.  There is also energy accumulated within targets as a result of all processes.  

When the number of nucleons in a projectile or its incident energy are increased, one 

should expect much more ejecta in the form of secondary particles and electromagnetic 

radiation.   

 The focus of the heavy ion irradiation was to observe some of how the bulk of the 

material was changed after being bombarded with a large number of energetic primaries, 

so the number of residual nuclei generated was measured per primary particle and per 

cubic centimeter of material.  One of the more common heavy nuclei in the GCR is 12C, 

so this ion was used to irradiate pure LDPE, and determine which fragments were 

generated within the sample.  The reason for the use of 12C is that there should not be any 

residual nuclei generated by either the primaries or the polymer for which A is much 

larger than what would be seen for the largest isotopes of carbon, namely 13C and 14C.    

 The irradiation of pure LDPE targets with 12C nuclei generates sixteen nuclear 

fragments, with ten being stable, five being subject to further decay by electron capture, 

and one remnant (3H) that decays in the β- mode.  The data for unstable fragments is 

shown in Figure 56, while stable fragments are shown in Figure 57.  All of the fragments 

are of A = 13 or lower, as expected, since LDPE contains only hydrogen (A = 1) and 

carbon (A = 12), and the incident projectile also has A = 12.  Such light nuclei are most 

likely to experience β- decay or electron capture (ε), both of which produce radiation that 

is not as harmful as, for example, the energetic alpha particles emitted by heavy nuclei 

such as 236U.  It is not possible to determine if any trapped primaries contribute to the 

detected fragments.  Spallation and charge-changing of either the projectile or target 
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nuclei would also be expected to reduce A of the constituent target nuclei, mostly 1H and 
12C.  There are no fragments for nuclei above carbon, as expected, and the overall effect 

is relatively low when compared to the typical atomic densities of many materials; the 

density of hydrogen in LDPE is of the order of 1022 #/cm3, while there are a maximum of 

roughly 103-104 residual nuclei (both stable and unstable) generated per primary within 

pure LDPE.  Of the stable fragments, it is readily seen in Figure 57 that the high-energy 

spallation reactions produce stable Li, Be, and B, as expected from studies of cosmic 

rays.5,6,26 

 The type and number of unstable fragments that result are less than the number of 

stable fragments generated per unit volume of material.  The simulation data yields the 

number of fragments are per incident primary, so the numbers would be expected to 

increase monotonically with an increasing number of incident projectile events.  The 

uncertainty in this data is 10-20%, in accordance with the compiled cross-sectional data 

within the FLUKA code.  The least common of the unstable fragments is 9C, with a 

number between one and ten per cm3 and per primary, so for a total of 105 or 106 incident 

proton events, one can expect about the same total number (and concentration) of these 
9C nuclei per cm3 of irradiated material.   Pure polyethylene has a hydrogen density of 

8.89 x 1022 #/cm3,23 so the concentration of unstable 9C nuclei is still about 16 or 17 

orders of magnitude less than the number of hydrogen nuclei per cm3.   The hydrogen 

density of polyethylene is reduced to 6.6 x 1022/cm3 for LDPE with 5% boron addition, 

and around 5.4 x 1022/cm3 for lithium polyethylene.23    

 The most frequently-formed unstable nuclei within the simulation are 11C and 3H, 

which appear at levels of about 1000/cm3 and 300/cm3, respectively for each incident 

primary.  Multiplying by the 105 or 106 events yields a maximum concentration of 

unstable nuclei on the order of 108 to 109 per cm3 of ion-irradiated polyethylene, which 

are far below the 1022 nuclei/cm3 for the non-irradiated material, by around 13 or 14 

orders of magnitude.  The unstable nuclei and their decay reactions are shown in Table 

XVI.  These lighter nuclei decay via β- or ε modes, which would not supply the same 

energetic decay radiation to objects behind irradiated shields.  
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Figure 56. Unstable fragments generated in LDPE per primary. 

 

Figure 57. Stable fragments generated in LDPE per primary. 
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 The unstable nuclei vary considerably in their respective half-lives, but the 

majority exhibit electron capture, which yields a stable nucleus and an emitted neutrino.  

The exception is the 3H nucleus, also called tritium, which decays in the β- mode, but is 

also quite stable, with a half-life of 12.3 years.  The tritium nucleus ejects a total of about 

18.6 keV of energy in the decay, with an average electron energy of about 5.7 keV, and 

the remaining 13 keV being carried by an electron anti-neutrino.  The other five unstable 

nuclei have mean half-lives ranging from as little as 0.85 x 10-15 s (as) for 9C, to a 

maximum of 53.3 days for 7Be, but only emit neutrinos, which are not considered to be 

ionizing radiation. 

 

Table XVI.  Unstable Residual Nuclei from 12C irradiation of LDPE Target. 

Nucleus Z A Τ1/2 Decay Reaction 
3H 1 3 12.3 y (β-) 3 3

1 2 2H He e−→ + + ν
 

7Be 4 7 53.3 d (ε) 7 7
4 3 3 4Be e Li−+ → + ν
 

8B 5 8 0.772 s (ε) 8 8
5 3 4 4B e Be−+ → + ν
 

9C 6 9 0.85 as (ε) 9 9
6 3 5 4C e Be−+ → + ν
 

10C 6 10 19.2 s (ε) 10 10
6 4 5 5C e B−+ → + ν

 
11C 6 11 20.4 m (ε) 11 11

6 5 5 6C e B−+ → + ν
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IV.  DISCUSSION 

A. Protons 

 The use of MCNPX and FLUKA by institutions such as CERN and NASA in 

similar studies largely validates the findings here.5,6,10,11,17,21,24,31,40-43 Interaction physics 

and cross-sections are considered to be accurate for this reason, but true quantitative 

effects of the simulation are difficult to calculate accurately.  The discussion of secondary 

radiation from proton bombardment necessarily involves the generation of any secondary 

radiation by X(p,A)X’, where A could be any quantum of radiation that results from the 

exchange (γ, n, π, etc.).  Another possibility is a fragmentation reaction, for which the 

identity of X’ must be determined in accordance with the exchange part of the reaction.  

The results that have been demonstrated here are generally as expected, based on 

previous studies of energetic gamma ray, proton, and heavy-ion bombardment of 

materials such as aluminum and polyethylene.  

1. Secondary Gamma and Neutron Radiation 

 The comparison of binary and ternary glasses in composites shows that the 

addition of even moderately heavy nuclei such as 27Al has a negative effect on the 

shielding properties of materials.  The two phenomena appear to have separate causes, 

with neutrons being due primarily to fragmentation, and the gamma emission originating 

from the excited nuclear states within targets.   The primary effect of the incident 

projectiles seems to be excitation of material nuclei to excited states.  Moderately-heavy 

elemental targets such as C, N, O, Mg, Al, and Si have been studied a great deal with 

regard to the X(p,γ)X’ reaction, as these gamma rays are employed extensively in γ-ray 

line astronomy.27  The study of Lesko et.al. measured the cross sections for gamma ray 

production via the X(p,γ)X’ reactions to be on the order of 1 to 103 mb.27  The trend was 

similar for all of the above nuclei:  the γ production  cross sections are maximized at 

between 10 and 30 MeV incident proton energy, and drop sharply when the incident 

primary’s energy is above 50 MeV.  The γ-ray production is almost negligible for C, N, 

O, Mg, Al, and Si nuclei above 100 MeV of incident energy.  From these findings, it is 

likely that the 27Al γ spectrum of  appears due to the lower-energy components of the 
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solar proton spectrum, which has a large population of protons incident at 100 MeV and 

below.  As shown in Figure 29, the γ production peaks at about 0.25 per incident primary, 

which, as expected from the cross-section data, indicates that other processes are more 

prevalent for the interaction of each primary with a target nucleus.  Neutron production 

per primary seems to have an even lesser contribution to the secondary radiation emitted 

in the simulation.  

 For proton bombardment of nuclei such as C, N, Ne, or Al, the neutron production 

cross sections for X(p,n)X’ display similar characteristics to those reported for 

X(p,γ)X’. 27,44  The study of Kalend et. al. studied neutron production cross sections for 

Al, Ni, Zr, and Bi targets at laboratory frame angles between 20° and 135°.  What was 

found was that the cross sections vary from 1 to 103 mb, reach a maximum ≤ 40 MeV 

incident proton energy, and fall to negligible values above 100 MeV of incident energy.  

The trends are similar to the γ-ray cross sections listed above, which shows that other 

processes out-weigh the contribution of emitted secondary gammas and neutrons when 

the incident energy gets larger than 50-100 MeV.   

 One of the more important results of the simulation data is that the processes of 

gamma de-excitation, fragmentation, and meson production only describe a fraction of all 

the possible nuclear and electronic interactions that might occur.  This work has 

completely neglected processes such as Bremsstrahlung, by which decelerating particles 

can produce a broad spectrum of energetic and potentially-harmful electromagnetic 

radiation.  Bremsstrahlung radiative emission is expected to dominate the energy loss for 

any HCP (Z > 1) interacting with any materials, as long as the particles have greater than 

around 700 MeV of incident energy, which in fact describes a large population of the 

simulated interaction events. 

2. Mesons 

 Be and Al targets, though simulated here, are in fact used as “pion factories” in 

certain beam lines.  If charged pions are required in particle physics experiments, then 

elemental targets are bombarded with GeV protons, and the pions created downstream 

are then studied.  The simulation data offers a look at the extent of charged π-meson 

fluence, but there is no way to resolve individual meson tracks in the images, nor 
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differentiate between π+ and π- from the data.  In addition, one can likely expect the 

production of π0, but detectors were not defined for these particles.   

 Charged and neutral mesons will propagate energetically away from the initial 

interaction site, with the possibility of further interaction with other nuclei of the 

material, or decay of the mesons themselves into muons, electrons, or even gammas.  A 

captured pion event may result in a star (inelastic interactions with π), which will further 

decay into another nucleus and particles such as neutrons.  The study of Agosteo et. al. 

found significant star production in a series of heavy elements (Hg and Ta) after energetic 

proton irradiation, resulting in roughly 1.22 stars/p for Hg, and 1.31 stars/p for Ta.45  

There is a clear trend toward increased pi-meson production with increasing Z of the 

target, and the number of inelastic meson reactions actually exceeds the number of input 

protons.  The extent of meson propagation in the various targets of this study has not 

been determined, since the measurement of the irradiation effects have been localized to 

the area of the target and the surrounding 50 cm.  True quantification of secondary 

radiation and meson effects would take into account the production of π0.  The neutral π0 

does not interact in the same manner as the charged pi-mesons.  The charged mesons 

have a mean lifetime of about 2.6 x 10-8, but the π0 has an exceedingly small lifetime on 

the order of 10-17, so can be expected to decay almost instantaneously.  The mass energy 

of the neutral pi-meson is 135.0 MeV, which is smaller than that of either of the charged 

pi-mesons (139.75 MeV),7 so the neutral pi-meson decays into two gamma rays, each 

having exactly 67.5 MeV of energy.  The energy of this type of gamma ray is roughly 

seven orders of magnitude higher than what was seen for the gamma de-excitation of 27Al 

from proton bombardment simulations, so the generation of π0 and their subsequent 

decay should cause a great deal of concern for space radiation analysts.  It is nearly 

impossible to predict the locations of the π
+, π-, and π0 that would be created, and thus it 

is equally difficult to predict the paths that the gammas from π0 would take.  The situation 

behind such irradiated materials is dangerously random. 

 Meson production has been simulated to show some effects of high energy 

irradiation that might occur via GCR-material interactions.  Most of the interest is 

centered in the fact that for some long time interval, there would be a number of 1 

GeV/nucleon events on any material in space, so researchers must be aware of the 
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potential nuclear changes that may result in materials.  One should also take note of the 

fact that there are no mesons whatsoever shown in the FLUKA data for incident energy < 

1 GeV/nucleon.  The cross section for the X(p,π
±)X’ interaction within FLUKA is 

basically non-existent up to 1000 MeV.  This is one of the limitations of the FLUKA 

software:  it is meant for the very-high energy physics community, who are interested in 

experiments outside the GeV range of energies, primarily TeV and beyond.  In fact, a few 

hundred MeV of incident energy are enough to begin producing mesons, though the 

number may be small and they may be nearly impossible to detect from purely 

geometrical considerations.  There has been at least one study of cosmic ray triggers on 

spacecraft and the resulting secondary µ
- and π- radiation.41    This comprehensive study 

contained the work of more than 100 authors, and was from data collected by the alpha 

magnetic spectrometer (AMS-01) aboard the space shuttle Discovery.41   

 The analysis of the AMS-01 data focused on period of four days where the space 

shuttle was docked with the Mir space station, and the secondary π- and µ- radiation field 

behind the Mir was imaged.  The AMS-01 experiment was aboard Discovery from June 2 

to June 12, 1998, and collected 97 million cosmic ray triggers, which provided valuable 

measurements of the radiation field in near-earth orbit.41  Projection plots showed excess 

radiation flux in a shape matching the exact physical layout of the mir, which 

corresponded to around 22,000 secondary π
- and µ- events.  The focus was on four types 

of particle events:  the study distinguished between upward- and downward-moving 

particles, and for when the space shuttle was docked or detached from the mir.  The 

events were (a) upward-docked, (b) upward-detached, (c) downward-docked, and (d) 

downward detached, for which the event rates were also given.  The rates were 1.42 s-1 

and 1.87 s-1 for events (a) and (b), respectively, while the rate was 1.1 s-1 for events c and 

d.  The excess flux showed up at an additional rate of 0.064 s-1 when docked (a events), 

and 0.010 s-1 when detached (b events), which are about one event per 15 s, and one 

event per 100 s, respectively.  Clearly the attachment of the Mir greatly increased the 

secondary cosmic ray flux behind the spacecraft that was then detected.  Of note is that 

there is more than one pion or muon event per second naturally occurring from the 

cosmic radiation background and the presence of the space shuttle, but the additional flux 
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generated by matter adds a significant number of potentially-harmful events to the 

radiation field for almost any time interval in space. 

 The generated µ are not able to participate in further nuclear reactions, so are not 

deemed to be as harmful as the more energetic π, and the AMS-01 study did not 

distinguish between π- and µ-, but the uncertain identity of the secondaries and the event 

rate are of concern for any interval of exposure.  Also, only two directions of traversing 

particle were recorded, either upward- or downward-moving particles were mapped onto 

a vertical projection, so there were many directions that were not binned or accounted for.  

Within the excess flux, one secondary event for every 15 s, corresponds to a rate of 230 # 

per hour, 5520 #/day, 1.66 x 105 #/month, or 1.16 x 106 events during the seven month 

travel time to Mars.  One event every 100 s is equal to 36 # per hour, 864 #/day, 2.59 x 

104 #/month, or 1.81 x 105 in seven months.  These rates are most valid for typical 

spacecraft materials at distances rather close to earth, since the Mir was not designed to 

have exterior low-Z materials as radiation shielding, and the experiments were in near-

earth orbit.  The rates would be expected to increase as the distance from earth increases, 

since the protection of the magnetic field decreases when moving away from earth, and 

because only a small fraction of all the emitted secondaries were recorded and imaged.41   

  

B. Heavy Ion Bombardment 

1. Fragments 

 The fragmentation traced by FLUKA shows that the number of generated 

fragements per unit volume is a small fraction compared to the typical number of nuclei 

per unit volume in materials like LDPE.  The fragmentation simulation does not allow 

one to distinguish if it is the 12C projectiles, or the 12C internal to LDPE that are being 

fragmented., but it is likely that the presence of the 12C peak is due to the deposition of 
12C nuclei after they have lost their energy by LET to the atomic electrons.  For 12 GeV 

total energy per nucleus with LET of 145 keV/µm, this is roughly 8 cm required to stop 

an incident 12C particle at 1 GeV/nucleon.  The heavier and slower ions generally impart 

higher LET, as they rapidly lose energy in collisions.   
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 For the ions used at the NASA research center and RHIC of Brookhaven National 

Laboratory, the identity, incident energy, and the approximate corresponding LET were 

shown in Table VIII.  The heaviest accelerated ions are 56Fe, 48Ti, 32S, and 35Cl. In the 

RHIC, 56Fe at 300 MeV/µ has an LET of 240 keV/µm, while 56Fe at 1 GeV/µ has an LET 

of 150 keV/µm.  This translates into 1250 µm (1.25 mm) to stop the 300 MeV particle, 

and roughly 6700 µm (6.7 mm) to stop the 1 GeV iron nucleus.  For Ti, with Z=22, the 

stopping distance is 1000 MeV/108 keV/µm, which is 9.26 x 103 µm, or roughly 9.3 mm. 

The ability of materials to stop the sulfur and chlorine nucleus is similar to the situation 

of Ti nuclei, and reduced in comparison to iron, because of their lower LET.  For 32S and 
35Cl at 600 MeV, the LET of 65 keV/µm corresponds to a distance 9.23 x 103 µm (9.2 

mm).  As the mass of the nuclear projectiles is reduced, the related LET is increased, and 

the distance required to stop the particles increases greatly. 

 For moderately heavy ions such as 12C, 16O, 28Si, the LET is in the tens of MeV, 

and not hundreds, which causes a greatly-increased penetration distance.  For the 290 

MeV carbon of this list, the LET of 13 keV/µm requires  a material thickness of 22.3 mm.  

Two types of energetic oxygen nuclei have been accelerated at BNL, having 600 and 

1000 MeV/µ of incident energy, and 17 keV/µm and 14 keV/µm, respectively.  The 

required thickness becomes excessive, being 35.3 mm for the 600 MeV particle and 71.4 

mm for those at 1 GeV.  For the larger silicon nucleus, the 600 MeV and 1000 MeV 

particles will pass through roughly 10.0 mm and 22.2 mm of material respectively before 

they are halted.  The 300 MeV silicon has 70 keV/µm of LET, and may thus travel 

through roughly 4.3 mm of material.  The light particles, mostly protons at RHIC, are of 

considerably lower LET, so they do not induce the same magnitude of ionization events 

along their path, but they also are not easily stopped, especially within the conventional 

framework of spacecraft construction. 

 The lowest LET species listed are the GeV protons, having energies of 1 GeV/µ 

and 2.5 GeV/µ, and the corresponding LET is 0.24 keV/µm for both particles.  The 1 

GeV protons would require 4.17 x 106 µm (4.17 m) to be captured, while the 2.5 GeV 

protons would require approximately two and a half times this amount of material, 1.04 x 

107 µm (10.4 m) to be stopped.  It is problematic to deploy construction or shielding 

materials of these dimensions in space.  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

 This study reveals a number of issues involved in the use of lithium borate glass 

microspheres in potential composite shielding materials.  A primary finding of this study 

is that the use of Li2O and B2O3 as the primary glass components in the simulated 

material does not have the intended effects on the radiation field behind the shielding, 

and specifically the neutron flux that might be experienced.  For the simulated proton 

bombardment, the majority of the radiation field behind the materials consists of 

secondary gamma and neutron radiation.  It was hoped that 6Li and 10B would eliminated 

some portion of the secondary neutrons, but the number of transmitted neutrons per 

primary only increased with increasing borate glass content.  Gamma emissions by de-

excitation are only a small percentage of the secondary radiation which is transmitted 

through the simulated polymeric matrix materials, but are in the MeV range of energies, 

which makes them quite harmful to any biological materials or organisms in the path of 

the radiation. 

 Gamma de-excitation from 27Al consists of a number of prominent emissions 

spanning the range of energies from 1.0 MeV up to a maximum of ca. 8.0 MeV, though 

the fluence of secondary gammas behind the radiation shield is only a fraction of what is 

experienced in comparison to secondary neutrons.  The peak gamma emission is at an 

energy of 4.73, which occurs at a rate (flux) of roughly 0.25 per primary proton.  There is 

no simulation data below ca. 1.0 MeV of energy, but one can expect a continuous 

spectrum of bremsstrahlung keV x-rays and sub MeV gamma rays to be emitted behind 

these materials as they are continuously bombarded by protons.  The all-particle spectrum 

of Fig. 2 indicates that there are roughly 102-103 GeV particle events occurring per m2 of 

area per second at a distance of 1 A.U., a flux which would result in a high output 

intensity of energetic bremsstrahlung behind any solids placed into this type of deep 

space environment. 

 Proton bombardment creates secondary radiation in all shielding materials of this 

work, beyond what would be expected for LDPE.  Secondary neutrons are typically due 

to fragmentation of target nuclei, and their energy peaks at ca. the same order of energy 

as the incident proton had when it struck.  The secondary neutrons are obtained 
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regardless of the type of nuclear reactions or fragmentation occurring, though the specific 

reactions have not been tracked in this study.  There is about one fragmentation neutron 

generated per incident proton.  Boron and lithium were incorporated into simulated 

composites to test the possibility of neutron capture by 6Li and 10B, but there was no 

evidence of neutron attenuation due to the natural presence of these isotopes.  It is 

necessary for energetic neutrons to be thermalized before they are captured by either 

species.  There was a decrease in secondary gamma radiation for materials containing 

low amounts of the binary 33Li2O-67B2O3 glass particles (between 0.01 and 0.03 volume 

fraction). 

 Relative to pure LDPE, the MCNPX simulations show an increasing combined 

secondary radiation flux behind the tested materials with increasing borate glass content.  

The generated secondary fluence ranges between 1.0 and 1.25 per incident primary, but 

the numbers transmitted through a 2 cm thickness of material are reduced slightly, by 

around 10%.  However, even the 0s and 0f samples transmit an increased radiation flux 

relative to pure LDPE because of the presence of 10 volume percent silicate glass 

particles. 

 Useful information was obtained in the comparison between glass types for the 

secondary radiation flux realized behind the simulated shields, primarily that the 

secondary gammas are reduced by the presence of 33Li2O-67B2O3 glass particles relative 

to what would be observed behind pure LDPE shielding.  Gamma transmission spans 

values of ca. 1.0 to 1.15 per primary for 20Li2O-10Al2O3-70B2O3 glass, while the 

minimum gamma flux is at a value of around 0.93 per primary for the binary lithium 

borate glass at an addition level of 1.0 volume percent.  The simulated composites 

containing 1, 2, and 3 volume percent lithium borate particles each demonstrate a slight 

level of improvement over pure LDPE with regard to attenuating the secondary gamma 

flux.  Any potential benefit is most likely explained by this glass having a moderate 

electron density within a small molar volume, so Compton scattering may be an effective 

method of gamma attenuation by these boron-based materials.  The exact mechanism of 

gamma attenuation by these materials is unclear at this time, but is worthy of further 

study. 
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 The same beneficial aspects of the glass particles are not seen with regard to the 

fragmentation neutron flux for simulated composite shields.  The neutron flux ranges 

from ca. 1.0 to 1.25 per primary proton for the materials containing the ternary glass, 

while the number is slightly reduced for the binary-containing shields, spanning from a 

minimum of 1.0 per primary at 0% addition to a maximum of 1.1 per primary at 5 

volume % added.  From the combined secondary gamma and neutron flux data, the 

fragmentation neutrons occur in significantly higher numbers, and are much more 

problematic.  Another important consideration for this type of harmful secondary 

radiation interaction is that the QF for MeV neutrons is around 20 times higher than what 

would be imparted by gamma rays at around the same incident energy.   

 The 27Al nucleus appears to be one of the worst offenders at generating secondary 

gamma radiation, which is unfortunate, since aluminum metal is one of the most 

commonly-used structural materials in aerospace applications.  The findings in this work 

and in other space radiation protection studies may in fact force completely new thoughts 

and new designs in all aircraft and spacecraft, even those used in commercial air travel.  

A material such as titanium may be highly valued in aerospace engineering due to its 

high specific strength and high specific modulus, but with Z = 22, titanium metal is likely 

to cause even more difficulties than aluminum when it is irradiated by energetic particles. 

 FLUKA with protons shows that the fluence of charged mesons peaks at a 

maximum of about 10-4 per cm2 per primary proton, indicating that the protons enable a 

high population of meson fluence and particle reactions on the lower end of the energy 

scale, as well as stars due to the capture of mesons.  Though their intrinsic rest mass is 

relatively low, charged mesons were also seen to propagate large distances through the 

target, likely causing large numbers of ionization events in their path.  A large number of 

star capture locations are also seen as spikes in the meson fluence data, though the 

majority of mesons have likely traveled further away than the simulated detectors could 

measure.  The exact types of star capture reactions have also not been identified, which is 

another area that requires much further study to limit the harmful radiation dose.  This 

type of meson production cross section and reaction data is still actively being pursued by 

NASA and other space agencies.  
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 The Monte Carlo particle tracking in the FLUKA simulations show a magnitude 

of energy deposition from all processes peaking at a level of 10-4 GeV per cm3 per 

primary proton, which means that each 1 GeV proton may impart a maximum of 100,000 

keV of energy to a stricken target upon interaction.  This is around ten times the energy 

of typical atomic x-rays, which like gamma rays, have a low QF due to their lack of mass.  

The deposited energy is due to a number of tracked processes including inelastic 

Coulomb scattering and ionization events, as well as the effects that the secondary 

radiation have when they are produced and subsequently enter into the bulk of the solid 

material. 

 The FLUKA simulation proves that the deposited energy throughout the volume 

of LDPE is many orders of magnitude lower than for the elemental targets.  The data for 

energy deposition indicates that many of the incident protons become backscattered 

before undergoing even the slightest interaction with the targets, because any interaction 

would cause some degree of energy deposition throughout the target volume and an 

associated secondary radiation flux taking place behind the shielding.  The backscattering 

of incident protons and heavy nuclei is the ideal situation for space radiation protection, 

though it is unknown how effective LDPE would be at backscattering the same number 

(106) of incident heavy nuclei events.   

 The simulation of heavy ion bombardment by 12C results in a small fraction of 

nuclear fragments in comparison to the total number of nuclei per cm3 in common solids. 

Unstable lighter fragments that undergo β- and electron capture decays do not provide the 

same level of harmful dose or quality factor as secondary n or gammas that might be 

transmitted through shields.  It has also been shown that increases in any of the following 

cause exponential increases in the harmful secondary generation that might be generated 

within and transmitted through all solid materials:  1) Z of the target, 2) Z of the 

projectile, 3) electron density of the target, or 4) incident energy of the projectile. 

 The simulations performed in this study show effects within irradiated solid 

materials that are difficult to totally eliminate, other than by the use of low Z materials in 

all aspects of shielding design.  There is concern due to the secondary radiation generated 

within and transmitted through any materials, even those that are the best candidates for 

shielding, such as pure LDPE.  In addition to the generated gamma and neutron 
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secondaries, there may also be a significant number of unstable nuclear fragments present 

within the entire volume of an irradiated material, with a maximum on the order of 

hundreds per cm3 per incident particle event.  Incident radiation at hundreds of MeV will 

also cause ionization events and potentially complex nuclear reactions due to the 

generation of charged and uncharged π mesons that can propagate almost 10 m before 

decaying.  The effects of incident protons and heavy ions are analogous, though the 

magnitude and extent of the reactions are greatly multiplied in the case of a bound group 

of protons in comparison to a single projectile event.     

 The LDPE-based composites in this work have the potential to cause a significant 

dose behind them, and the expected dosage would be the result of the four types of 

detected radiation.  The dose that might be encountered behind composite shields 

includes the detection of the four types of radiation in the simulations here:  proton and 

neutron fluence, gamma rays by de-excitation, charged π-mesons, and radioactive 

fragments, but an overwhelming contribution would come from the many ionization 

events that would occur in and along the path of the incoming particles.  Further 

significant contributions would come from the radiated bremsstrahlung due to the 

acceleration of the charged particles.  This study has neglected the measurement of path-

ionization and bremsstrahlung due to acceleration of the charged particles, but both of 

these would contribute heavily to the spacecraft’s internal radiation field.  Depending on 

the characteristics of the primary, the bremsstrahlung would produce a continuous 

spectrum with a maximum energy in the x-ray portion of the spectrum.  On earth, all 

attempts are made to minimize x-ray exposure to living things, but this would be 

impossible on a deep-space voyage.  Crews would be continually subjected to some level 

of x-ray background, and charged π and µ particles from their vessel,41 while the internal 

radiation field would occasionally be enhanced by the interaction of a rare heavy ion with 

spacecraft materials and the subsequent effects as described above. 

  A tangible solution to the “radiation problem” has thus far proven intractable, 

being limited by physics as well as the current economic and monetary systems of the 

earth.  The use of 6Li and 10B may still prove effective in attenuating and absorbing 

thermalized neutrons, with neutron moderation behing readily achievable via thick layers 

of hydrogen-rich material placed before the neutron capture materials, as employed in 
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nuclear reactors.  A structure of alternating LDPE alongside lithium- and/or boron-

containing layers may provide a suitably effective and inexpensive material for large-

scale application.  An added benefit may be realized through the secondary gamma 

attenuation that was observed in this study, though further characterization of the 

mechanism and optimization of such a fabricated material would be required. 

 Though there may now be agreed-upon solutions for deep space shielding 

materials, the cost may prevent this type of long duration space mission from ever taking 

place.  Some schemes call for as much as 500 tons of either H2O or LDPE to totally 

surround a potential space-faring craft.  At a cost of roughly $20,000/kg to send a 

payload into space, this is roughly $8 billion, for the aircraft’s shielding alone.  The cost 

of the shielding alone could far exceed the cost of designing and constructing the space 

vehicles themselves. 
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